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I. INTRODUCTION & SUMMARY 

The initial Squaw Creek water system was designed and 
constructed in the mid 1970s. The original system consisted of 
partially developing a spring, pumping water through a 4 inch 
transmission line to a water tank located near the southeast corner 
of the District (southeast corner section 35, T40N, Rl16W) and then 
gravity feed through a 3 inch transmission line to the homes. The 
company providing water at the time was called "Squaw Creek Supply 
Company, Inc." In April of 1978, the Squaw Creek Supply Company 
filed an application to appropriate surface water with the State 
Engineer. As of that date, they were supplying water to 25 
residences and anticipated a maximum of 72 domestic points of use. 
This permit was canceled August 18, 1979 because the proper 
paperwork had not been submitted nor was an extension of time asked 
of the state Engineer. 

In 1981 the Squaw Creek water Supply Company then became the 
Squaw Creek Water District and on December 29, 1981 the District 
refiled a permit to appropriate surface water. 

Realizing the shortcomings of the existing system, the 
District hired Jorgenson Engineers to redesign system improvements. 
The firm of Willard Owen's Associates, Inc. of Denver was hired to 
evaluate the spring and redesign a new collection system. The 
system was reconstructed in the fall of 1982 with the aid of a 
Wyoming Farm Loan in the amount of $308,000.00. Since that time, 
only necessary maintenance has been performed on the system. 
Additionally, the only correspondence with the State Engineer has 
been to request time extensions for Notice of Beneficial Use and 
Adjudication. 

On August 8, 1989, the u.s. E.P.A. surveyed the District's 
water system. Following is a summary of their survey. 

Population: 70 year round, 76 summer 
Number of Connections: 30 
Daily Output Gal/Day: design 92,000, average 20,000 

maximum 72,000 
Type of Pump: 7-5 HP Gould Submersible 
Storage: 20,000 gallons, 2 steel tanks 
Mains: 6" and 4" PVC 
Service Lines: iron, copper, galvanized, PVC 
Transmission line from pump to storage: 3" PVC 
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Summary of EPA Recommendations: 

1. Remove junk vehicles 
2. Rotate bacteriological sampling sites 
3. Provide continuous disinfection system 
4. Lock and secure storage tanks 
5. Lock gate to spring 
6. When working in the vault, work in pairs. Be aware of 

noxious gases 
7. Flush and disinfect storage tank 
8. Consider expanding water sources 
9. EPA is evaluating the potential vulnerability of the 

existing spring to the influence of surface water. 

In 1990 the District, 

associated with new homes 

in anticipation of future p~oblems 

being constructed and new EPA 

regulations, asked the Wyoming water Development Commission for 

assistance. 

The District's major concerns at t~e time of this study are as 

follows: 

• Finding an alternate water supply source to accommodate 
increased demand on the spring system, existing peak 
demands during periods of low flow, and to respond to the 
potential EPA classification of the spring as a surface 
water source 

• Maximizing the water from the current spring system 
• Fire fighting capability 
• Establishing a meter-reading program and a billing system 

based on usage 
• Preparing correct and proper water rights maps and 

applications for the state Engineer 
• Developing an as-constructed map of the system. 

The Wyoming water Development Commission selected the 

A.V.I./Lidstone & Anderson team to complete this Level I Study. 
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II. EXISTING WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM 

A. SERVICE AREA 

The Squaw Creek Water District service area encompasses all of 

section 35, Township 40 North, Range 116 West, Teton County, 

Wyoming less the NE~ NE~ and the W~ of the SW~ of said section. 

The original District had 67 lots. Through resubdivisions, 

lot splits, and subdivision lot vacations, the District now has 71 

lots with an estimated maximum potential of 75 lots within the 

District. The existing lots are delineated on the revised water 

right map in Appendix A. In view of the proximity of the Game 

Creek Ranch Subdivision, an additional allowance of 5 more lots 

should be added to the service area should the District take in 

part of this subdivision. Therefore, the project estimated maximum 

design potential is 80 lots within the District. 

B. THE SYSTEM 

The existing water supply system consists of a developed 

spring source which collects and empties into a well. The water is 

then pumped via a 7~ horsepower submersible pump through a 3-inch 

transmission line to two 10,000 gallon storage tanks. The storage 

tanks are located in the southeast corner of the District some 400 

feet above the spring. The pump currently delivers about 43 gpm to 

the storage tanks. The water distribution system consists of a 

very short run of 6" main and then 4 inch mains. All lots are 

metered. There are currently 48 meters and taps installed, but 

only 39 users. A complete map of the system is also delineated on 

the water rights map in Appendix A. 

C. FINANCIAL OPERATION 
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The District currently receives revenues from three sources. 

They are the District Assessment collected on behalf of the 

District by the County, tap fees, and operation and maintenance 

fees. The revenues collected for each of these is as follows: 

1. Assessment: Approximately $439.00 is assessed by the 

County for all lots and lot splits in the District to pay 

back the District's current loan. The amount collected 

pays approximately $28,660.00 each year toward the loan 

which has a current balance of approximately $270,000.00. 

The exact balance sheet is listed in Appendix C. 

2. Tap fees: Tap fees are currently $3,250.00 for a lot in 

the District as of 1982 . A newly created lot pays 

$5,250.00. 

3. Operation and maintenance fees: The District currently 

charges $13.00 per month for all taps. There has been 

discussions by the Board of Directors that this billing 

system will be changed to one that is based on usage . 

EXISTING PUMP ELECTRICAL PANEL, VAULT LOOKING WEST FROM CENTER OF SPRING 
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lli. SERVICE AREA WATER DEMANDS/EXISTING SPRING YIELDS 

Prior to this study the District experienced periods of little 

to no water. Although the District had water meters because of 

their billing policy, no one read the meters . The master meter in 

the vault at the pump house had broken some time ago and was non

functional. 

At the request of the WWDC for this study, the District began 

reading their meters April 20th of this year . The initial results 

of the first month I s readings were surprising . They indicated that 

approximately 40% of the water currently being used by the District 

was due to leaks in the lines behind the meters (from the meter to 

the house). Four major leaks were isolated and fixed during this 

study period. 

The following pages are tabulations of total gallons used and 

average gallons used per day during the study period. 

SQUAW CREEK SPRING 
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*** 
REF. 

4/20-5/20 NO. 
(30) 

1 2,603 

2 2,822 

3 3,397 

5 4,954 

6 10,082 

7 8,453 

8 6,406 

10 3,335 

11 4,919 

12 3,767 

13 3,726 

14 4,120 

15 6,068 

16 2,598 

17 5,761 

18 4,352 

19 5,234 

20 6,127 

24 (known leak) 16,729 

25 (known leak) 107,382 

32 (known leak) 37,201 

33 12,788 

34 456 

36 9,056 

37 8,798 

38 7,490 

39 1,424 

40 3,436 

41 6,537 

52 5,164 

43 9,801 

44 7,604 

45 4,455 

46 4,248 

47 4,342 

48 7,343 

49 

342,978.00 

Ha.cboJd A¥CftF U ... Per BilliD& Period * 5,2n.44 

* Note: Excludes #19-22 
** Note: Excludes #19 
*** Note: See Map Appendix A 

TOTAL GALLONS USED 

5/20-6/18 6/18-7/20 7/20-8/20 
(29) (32) (31) 

2,323 2,394 1,863 

2,948 2,595 3,172 

6,107 25,366 19,983 

9,476 18,707 20,691 

11,399 12,941 8,499 

7,612 21,985 21,757 

12,636 11,126 11,294 

2,049 8,884 3,777 

5,775 5,425 6,760 

5,913 13,816 11,536 

4,857 7,284 8,712 

9,463 11,168 10,296 

8,117 7,288 4,918 

3,700 4,268 3,831 

5,810 5,712 5,684 

7,948 22,098 22,353 

8,309 7,579 12,937 

5,467 12,012 10,852 

17,706 31,344 60,700 

106,536 66,619 8,734 

35,784 47,776 26,469 

6,370 17,863 19,678 

736 1,089 991 

9,654 8,148 9,033 

10,006 24,113 20,939 

9,706 19,334 14,434 

223 508 923 

4,322 6,445 6,798 

4,949 8,475 9,499 

5,281 5,183 6,869 

10,141 10,535 9,665 

12,059 28,966 22,614 

3,461 6,903 7,623 

6,636 13,523 14,707 

6,985 10,371 8,362 

9,~61 15,658 16,123 

159 582 833 

385,884.00 524,083.00 453,878.00 

* 6,651.16 * 10,923.67 ** 10,921.62 



*** 
REF. 

4/20-5/20 NO. 
(30) 

1 86.77 

2 94.07 

3 113.23 

5 165.13 

6 336.07 

7 281.77 

8 213.53 

10 111.17 

11 163.97 

12 125.57 

13 124.20 

14 137.33 

15 202.27 

16 86.60 

17 192.03 

18 145.07 

19 174.47 

20 204.23 

24 (known leak) 557.63 

25 (known leak) 3,579.40 

32 (known leak) 1,240.03 

33 426.27 

34 15.20 

36 301.87 

37 293.27 

38 249.67 

39 47.47 

40 114.53 

41 217.90 

52 172.13 

43 326.70 

44 253.47 

45 148.50 

46 141.60 

47 144.73 

48 244.77 

49 

11,432.62 

A-. GaDaat Per Day Per Howo * 175.92 

* Note: Excludes #19-22 
** Note: Excludes #19 
*** Note: See Map Appendix A 

AVERAGE GALLONS PER DAY 

5/20-6/18 6/18-7/20 7/20-8/20 
(29) (32) (31) 

80.10 74.81 60.10 

101.66 81.09 102.32 

210.59 792.69 644.61 

326.76 "584.59 667.45 

599.97 404.41 274.16 

262.48 687.03 701.84 

435.72 347.69 364.32 

70.66 277.63 121.84 

199.14 169.53 218.06 

203.90 431.75 372.13 

167.48 227.63 281.03 

326.31 349.00 332.13 

279.90 227.75 158.65 

127.59 133.38 123.58 

200.34 178.50 183.35 

274.07 690.56 721.06 

286.52 236.84 417.32 

188.52 375.38 350.06 

610.55 979.50 1,961.26 

3,673.66 2,081.84 281.74 

1,233.93 1,493.00 853.84 

219.66 558.22 634.77 

25.38 34.03 31.97 

332.90 254.63 291.39 

345.03 753.53 675.45 

334.69 604.19 465.61 

7.69 15.88 29.77 

149.03 201.41 219.29 

170.66 264.84 306.42 

182.10 161.97 221.58 

349.69 329.22 311.77 

415.83 905.19 729.48 

119.34 215.72 245.90 

228.83 422.59 474.42 

240.86 324.09 269.74 

319.34 489.31 520.10 

5.48 18.19 26.87 

13,306.36 16,377.61 14,614.38 

* 229.35 * 341.37 *,!51.48 



Of the District's 43 taps, only 37 are actively being used. 

A.V.I. has received and reviewed 4 complete months of water meter 

data. Excluding the major users, whom are suspect or known to have 

leaks, we have summarized the usage as follows: 

4/20-5/20 5/20-6/18 6/18-7/20 7/20-8/20 
CLASSIFICATION (30 days) (29 days) (32 days) (31 days) 

Average gallons used per household per month 5,277 6,651 10,924 10,922 

Average gallons used per household per day 176 229 341 351 

Total gallons used including leaks 342,978 385,884 524,083 453,878 

A new meter was installed in the District's vault June 6. On 

June 18 it read 203,643 gallons, on July 20 it read 781,090 

gallons. The total for that period was 577,447 gallons. The 

meters for that period on the houses indicated 524,083 gallons, 

again, on August 20 the master meter read 493,767 gallons compared 

to the house meters of 453,878. This indicates that approximately 

40,000 to 50,000 gallons of water may be leaking in the system 

somewhere in the transmission or distribution system before the 

individual meters. The difference in these figures may also be 

attributed to the calibration of all the meters. strict monitoring 

to look for trend changes should be made. We have also suggested 

measuring the depth of storage in each tank immediately after each 

vault meter reading. 

A.V.I. has also observed that the existing pump is delivering 

42 to 43 gpm as indicated in the vault. 

DEQ guidelines in Chapter XII Section 8 dictate that where 

water usage records are not available 125 gpd (gallons per 

capita/day) should be used. For maximum daily water demand 340 gpd 

should be used. 
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For comparison, following are some of Wyoming's metered 

communities' water usage. 

TYPICAL TYPICAL 
COMMUNITY WINTER DAY SUMMER DAY PEAK DAY 

Casper *120 gpd *380 gpd *540 gpd 

Kemmerer 140 gpd 350 gpd 910 gpd 

Evanston 250 gpd 480 gpd 550 gpd 

Rock Springs 210 gpd 430 gpd 540 gpd 

• gpd is gallons per capita per day 

June, July and August are typically the months of greatest use 

where November, December, January, and February are the months of 

least use. 

A. EXISTING SYSTEM DEMANDS 

Assuming an average of 2 person per household in the District, 

their historical usage is approximately 

TYPICAL WINTER DAY TYPICAL SUMMER DAY PEAK DAY •• 

90 gpd 176 gpd 366 gpd 

•• 2.75 times average typical summer and winter day 

Similarly, the peak hourly demands are determined using a 

multiplier of 3.0. 

The existing system water demands are as follows: 

Peak day = 366 gpd (2 people/home) (37 homes) = 27,084 gallons 

Average day = (90 gpd + 176 gpd)/2 (2 people/home) (37 homes) = 5921 gallons 
Average summer day = (176)(2)(37) = 13,024 gallons 
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The District's Supply pump must run 115 minutes for an average 

day and 630 minutes for a peak day. Data supplied by the District 

indicated for 3 days in June the pump ran approximately 5 hours for 

2 days and 2~ hours for another day before the graphs quit. Five 

hours @ 43 gpm = 5(60){43) = 12,900 gallons. Two and one half 

hours = 6,450 gallons. Considering that approximately 4, 500± 

gallons/day were leaking in the system (from meters to houses) 

these existing system demands seem reasonable. 

It should also be noted that the District's covenants and 

water right applications allow a house, a guest house, and stock 

water for one horse barn for each lot. Currently only a few lots 

have barns and guest houses. 

B. FUTURE DEMANDS 

Based on a maximum density of 80 lots within the District 

boundaries, the demand on 80 homes with an average of 3 people per 

home is 

Typical Winter Day 90 (3) (80) = 21,600 gallons/day 

Typical Summer Day 176 (3) (80) = 42,240 gallons/day 

Peak Day 366 (3) (80) = 87,840 gallons/day 

At 43 gpm the existing pump would run: 

Typical Winter Day 502 minutes = 8.4 hrs/day 

Typical Summer Day 982 minutes = 16.4 hrs/day 

Peak Day 2,043 minutes = 34.0 hrs/day 

The addition of guest homes and horse barns would add the following 

demands. 

Guest Homes 

Assume 90 gpd because main house is accounting for lawn 

watering, 2 persons per home, and that only 10 guest homes are 
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built. Of the current 37 lots, there are no guest facilities. 

Demand = (90 gpd) (2 persons) (10 lots) = 1,800 gallons/day. 

Barns 

Assume 30 gallons per day per barn and only ~ lots with barns. 

Demand = (30 gpd/barn) (80 lots/2) = 1,200 gallons/day. 

Therefore, future domestic water demands for the District are 

estimated at: 

Typical winter Day = 2~,600 + ~,800 + ~,200 = 24,600 gallons/day 

Typical Summer Day = 42,240 + ~,800 + ~,200 = 45,240 gallons/day 

Peak Day = 87,840 + ~,800 + ~,200 = 90,840 gallons/day 

C. STORAGE REQUIREMENTS & FIRE FLOWS 

In investigating fire flows and storage requirements for the 

District, Mr. Mike Besson, P.E. forwarded an in-house memo to Mr. 

Patrick Erger and Dave Zelenka of the WWDC concerning this issue. 

This memo stressed that if the existing distribution system was 

under 6" in size that upsizing should not be considered unless the 

end users were willing to pay for those improvements. Discussions 

were held with the Squaw Creek Board of Directors and it was the 

major consensus that upsizing of the system was not feasible at 

this time. A copy of this memo is included in Appendix B. 

Wyoming Water Quality Regulations Chapter XII section 13 

require that storage facilities of water systems have the capacity 

to meet domestic demands and, where required, fire protection 

storage. Water systems serving less than 50,000 gallons (design 

average daily demand) shall provide clear well and system storage 

capacity equal to the average daily demand. 

Because of this, it is A. V. I. 's recommendation that the 

current 20,000 gallon storage of the District be increased to 
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50,000 gallons. This additional storage should be placed adjacent 

and in series with the existing system. 

Even though upsizing the existing distribution system is not 

currently feasible, fire protection is an important consideration 

for the District. Currently, they are within reach of the Jackson 

Fire Department but would, more than likely, be serviced by the 

Hoback Junction Fire Department. 

There is sufficient pressures in the District's system for 

fire hydrants, however, the line sizes are such that they limit the 

volume for larger diameter hydrants, such as the common 6" hydrant. 

There is, however, an existing [900 foot] run of 6" main from the 
water storage tanks down the hill. A.V.I. recommends the placement 

of a 6" fire hydrant standard to the area in the vicinity of Lots 

3 and 4 of the LaBonte Ranches such that pump trucks can use the 

hydrant for filling in the event of a fire. The roadway in the 

area should be improved in order that sufficient turning radius for 
a fire truck is available. Roadway turning radii should also be 
provided intermittently on all of the District's roads and at the 

end of each road. Both the Jackson and Hoback Fire Department 
should be familiarized with the hydrant location. As funds become 

available within the District, additional 6" water mains and fire 

hydrants should be constructed. 
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IV. GEOLOGY IHYDROGEOLOGY 

A. INTRODUCTION AND TECHNICAL APPROACH 

The sUrficial geology in the vicinity of the Squaw Creek water 

District is documented on the "Geologic Map of the Cache Creek 

Quadrangle, Teton County, Wyoming" (Love, J. D. and C. M. Love, 

1978.) The project team has also reviewed numerous geologic 

studies adjacent to the study area including; Love and Albee, 1972; 

Schroeder, 1974; Oriel and Moore, 1985; and, Ahern et.al. 1981. 

Field investigations by the project team took place in June and 

August, 1991 and were designed to confirm or modify the existing 

mapping, to evaluate the geologic conditions with respect to area 

water sources, to collect water quality samples and to develop a 

basis for a hydrogeologic interpretation of the area. Field 

reconnaissance included documentation of outcrop geology and 

geologic float, brunton compass, altimeter and pace survey, 

identification and evaluation of area springs and seeps, 

measurement of field chemical parameters, and estimates of spring 

and creek flows. 

In addition to the field and literature review information, 

the project team acquired and interpreted aerial photographs of the 

general area. The aerial photographs included three separate 

flight lines: 

1: 30,000 

1: 10,650 

1: 8,000 

Color Photography-- Intrasearch 8/29/78 

Black & White Photography-- Wyoming Highway 
Department 5/01/90 

Color Infrared Photography--
8/30/91 

Intrasearch 

Geologic mapping by the project team was completed at a final 

scale of 1 inch to approximately 667 feet and was initially 
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completed on an aerial photograph base. Data were refined based on 

field observations and the review of the literature. 

B. REGIONAL GEOLOGICAL CONDITIONS 

The project area is overlain by an interfingering veneer of 

Quaternary alluvial, colluvial and glacial deposits of various 

ages. Underlying these unconsolidated deposits is a structurally 

complex assemblage of Paleozoic, Mesozoic and Cenozoic formations. 

Water-bearing formations within this assemblage appear to be 

directly related to the pri~ary geologic structure and associated 

secondary fracturing. 

Paleozoic and Mesozoic strata along the Hoback Range generally 

dip to the west and southwest at moderate to steep angles. The 

present configuration of the Hoback Range, Squaw, Game and 

Porcupine Creek Valleys reflects the intense deformation to which 

the bedrock geology has been subjected. Multiple stages of 

deformation have occurred within the study area. Anisotropic 

strata yielded to compressive stresses during Late Mesozoic and 

Early Tertiary time. The result of these stresses are intense 

asymmetric folding and thrust faulting within the valleys. Major 

thrust faults repeat the stratigraphic sequences and superimpose 

older rocks on younger. The principal thrust sheet in the study 

area, the Jackson Thrust was further deformed by locally tight, 

asymmetric folding and imbricate thrust slices. In the vicinity of 

Squaw Creek, these thrust faults are offset by a later period of 

extensional stresses, which faulted crustal blocks, vertically and 

rotationally. This latter period of deformation further complicates 

the local structure and stratigraphy. It is this latter structure 

which accounts for the presence of the area springs and the 

secondary fracturing in the potentially more productive aquifers. 

The principal structural element in the study area is the 

steeply dipping normal fault, known as the Hoback Fault. Within 
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the immediate study area, this fault is bounded on the north and 

east by an upthrown block of Late Paleozoic Rocks, including the 

Mississippian Age Madison Limestone and on the south and west by a 

downthrown block of Early Mesozoic and Cenozoic rocks, including 

the Triassic Age Chugwater and the Miocene Age Camp Davis 

Formations. 

C. LOCAL GEOLOGICAL CONDITIONS 

The local geologic conditions of the Squaw Creek Water 

District are presented on Figure 4.1. Rather than a typical 

surface geology map, Figure 4.1 reflects an interpretation of 

shallow subsurface geological conditions. Since nearly 85% of the 

study area is covered by a surficial veneer of unconsolidated 

Quaternary deposits, a standard geological map would have little 

significance towards the study objectives. A description of the 

lithologic units mapped on the figure are presented in Table 4.1 of 

this report. 

A brief summary of the local geology of the Squaw Creek Water 

District and adjacent areas follows. The study area is overlain by 

a thin veneer of Quaternary alluvial, colluvial and glacial 

deposits of various ages, which to a certain extent masks the 

underlying geological structure and stratigraphy. On a regional 

basis the geologic units strike in a northwesterly manner and dip 

to the southwest. On a local basis individual outcrop strike and 

dip is consequent to the geologic structure and reflects a complete 

range of orientations. In some areas the geologic bedding is 

overturned. The majority of the Water District is directly 

underlain by the Tertiary Age Camp Davis and the Cretaceous Age 

Aspen Shale Formations. An outcrop of the Aspen Shale is visible 

along the lower reaches of tha Squaw Creek Draw channel and the 

bluff overlooking the Snake River. The Camp Davis conglomerate 

unit outcrops along the Game Creek Ranch Road and on the hillslope 

overlooking Squaw Creek Draw in the NESW of section 35. 
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Figure 4 .1 Geologic Map of Squa w Cr ee k Wa ter District 
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Table 4.1 Lithologic Descriptions (after Love, J.D. and C.M. Love, 1978) 

Quaternary 

Tertiary 

Cretaceous 

Cretaceous/ 
Jurassic 

Jurassic 

Jurassic 

Jurassic 

Jurassic/ 
Triassic 

Triassic 

Glacial Debris: Landslide debris, loess, glacial sands and gravels intermixed. 

Camp Davis Formation: Upper unit consists of red conglomerate containing 
Paleozoic and Triassic clasts. Lower unit consists of red soft claystone, red 
soft sandstone siltstone overl a basal co lomerate. 

Aspen Shale Formation: Gray to greenish gray siliceous shale, dense fine grained 
sandstone. 

CloverlY-Morrison Undifferentiated: Upper unit consists of olive green to gray 
and buff thin bedded sandstones, weathered to a rusty color. Middle Member 
consists of variegated red, gray, lilac colored claystone, hard nodular cream 
colored limestone. 

Stump and Preuss Sandstone: Glauconitic gray to buff green very limey sandstone, 
thin shale and limestone beds. Thin Preuss Sandstone at base is red, shaley with 
no 1 aucon i te. 

Twin Creek Limestone: Gray, limey plastic to splintery shale, clayey limestone, 
dark oolitic limestone. 

Red shale, slabby gray dolomite and white gypsum. In 
been leached out leavin a lithified carbonate breccia. 

NUQQet Sandstone: Light tan to salmon pink, fine-grained, cross bedded, hard 
sandstone. La e frosted rounded uartz rains. 

Chugwater Formation: Upper Member consists of ocher and purple siltstone, 
claystone, red siltstones, limestone pellet conglomerate. Middle Member consists 
of red to salmon pink sandstone with large frosted rounded quartz grains. Lower 
Member consists of gray to purple thin bedded hard limestone and dolomite with 
interbeds of sum. 

Mississippian Madison Limestone: Limestone, light to dark gray, thick bedded to massive in 
upper part; thin bedded and dolomitic in lower part. Vuggy brown dolomite near 
base. Man layers and lenses of black chert. 



Older geologic units of Mesozoic Age underlie the northeast 

quarter of section 35. As one traverses along the upper reaches of 

Squaw Creek Draw and the surrounding hillsides, a nearly continuous 

section of Mesozoic Age rocks will be encountered. These units are 

typically steeply dipping and outcrop exposure is relatively poor. 

The rocks progress from younger to older in a northeastward 

direction. 

The oldest rocks in the study area are located in section 26, 

northeast section 27, section 36 and in Teton National Forest 

overlooking Game Creek. For the purpose of this repc~t, these 

rocks are typically the Mississippian Age Madison Limestone. 

To facilitate an understanding of the structural complexities 

associated with the subsurface geological conditions, a geological 

cross section, A-A', was prepared and is presented as Figure 4.2. 

The earliest deformation within the study area is associated with 

compressional stresses which resulted in an initial stage of 

folding and thrust faulting. The deformation associated with this 

thrust faulting resulted in the westward and southwestward 

transport of the older strata on top of younger strata. The 

surficial expression of three imbricate thrust faults within the 

study area can be identified on aerial photography. A later stage 

of deformation, which resulted from extensional stresses occurred 

within and adjacent to the study area. This stage of normal 

faulting uplifted crustal blocks and thrust sheets, bringing older 

rocks to the surface. The Hoback Fault is an example of this later 

stage of normal faulting. 

D. HYDROGEOLOGY OF THE STUDY AREA 

The hydrogeologic interpretation of the study area is a 

reflection of the project team's understanding of the subsurface 

geology, field observations and laboratory analysis of the chemical 

quality of local area springs, wells and drainages. The initial 
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project team hypothesis on deeper ground water flow in the study 

area suggested that regional flow patterns may be related to facies 

relationships, secondary fracturing and permeability as it pertains 

to ground water sources, and structural controls associated with 

faulting. Ground water exploration in the local area has been 

historically a "hit or miss" operation. Typical area water wells 

have been shallow and of relatively low yield. 

Many of the springs along the Squaw Creek Valley appear to be 

associated with structural lineaments which crosscut the valley. 

The seven springs (S-l through S-7), which were investigated as 

part of this study are presented on the Geologic Map, Figure 4.1. 

The water quality of three springs and one well were investigated 

to determine if lithology rather than geologic structure was a 

significant control in the presence and character of the ground 

water sources. The three springs which were sampled have three 

distinct structural and lithologic relationships. These 

relationships are discussed further in Chapter V. Despite the 

uniqueness of- the geologic setting, the water quality character 

(calcium bicarbonate type water) of the three springs is nearly 

identical as portrayed on the trilinear diagram presented as Figure 

4.3. Analytical data for the water sources sampled are presented 

in Appendices F and G. The single well sampled reflects a somewhat 

different water quality and is a sodium bicarbonate type water. 

The water from this well is slightly less "hard" than the surficial 

waters. On the basis of these data, the project team has concluded 

that the area ground waters are structurally rather than 

lithologically controlled and that the deeper ground waters 

traverse a different flow pattern than the near surface aquifers. 

The surficial expression of the springs, however, is a reflection 

of permeability contrasts between lithologies in accordance with 

structure. 

Visual and qualitative observations of the two surrounding 

streams determined that Game Creek is a "losing" (i.e. losing flow 
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to the subsurface) stream along its downstream reach and Porcupine 

Creek is a "gaining" (i.e. gaining flow from the subsurface) 

stream. Visual observations of springs in the vicinity of the 

Hoback Fault and photogrammetric interpretation of the "fracture 

pattern" associated with the Madison Limestone suggest that the 

Madison Limestone is the local source of recharge and the Hoback 

Fault acts as a permeable zone which transmits water to the 

subsurface. Since the primary Madison fracture pattern is S35E and 

trends towards Porcupine Creek, principal ground water flow could 

be anticipated in this direction. The secondary Madison Limestone 

fracture pattern is S40W and appears to trend towards the Water 

District. The Color Infrared photography seems to confirm this 

secondary water bearing fracture pattern. Four of the seven 

surficial springs within the District appear to be associated with 

the secondary fracture set. The Hoback Fault appears to be a 

conduit to the downward migration of ground water. 

The hydrogeological analysis evaluated the success and failure 

of area ground water wells. Further discussion of this is 

presented in Chapter V of this report. The one high production 

well in the vicinity of the District is completed in the Camp Davis 

and is located approximately 3200 feet southwest of the Hoback 

Fault and within 1500 feet of the surficial expression of a thrust 

fault. The above ground water hypothesis predicts that recharge 

originates in the Madison, northeast of the Hoback Fault, ground 

water is transmitted vertically along the Hoback to the thrust 

sheet, thereby creating an aquifer of sizeable yield in the Camp 

Davis Formation. Within economic reach via pipeline to the 

District, similar structural conditions exist in the NENE of 

section 35. This area is characterized by proximity to the Hoback 

Fault and Madison Limestone, a regional secondary fracture pattern 

in the southeastward direction, a thrust fault creating suitable 

lithologic geometry and the presence of potentially suitable water 

bearing zones or aquifers. 
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V. WATER SUPPLY ALTERNATIVES 

A. INTRODUCTION 

Chapter III of this report defined existing and future water 

demands for the Squaw Creek Water District. Under the existing or 

partially developed scenario the current District usage on a peak 

day requires an average water production for the Spring of 

approximately 19 gpm. This low consumption is a reflection of the 

water conservation practices voluntarily implemented by individual 

homeowners within the District. In a typical Wyoming community 

such flow requirements could approach 30 gpm. Based on a maximum 

"developed" density of 80 lots within the District, future water 

demands, assuming the continued implementation of water 

conservation, may be as much as 63 gpm. 

The District has expressed concern with the "ability of the 

existing Spring to meet existing as well as! future water demands". 

As part of the Squaw Creek Water Supply Study, the project team 

investigated water supply alternatives which could replace or 

supplement the existing water supply of the Squaw Creek Water 

District Spring (District Spring). Water supply alternatives 

included: rehabilitation of the existing spring to increase its 

yield; development of area springs, which were located within a 

reasonable transmission distance to the water supply; development 

of a surface water source such as Game Creek and transmission to 

the Water District; purchase of water from a high production ground 

water well (Teton County Waste Transfer Well) located in section 

27, Township 40 North, Range 116 West and transmission to the 

District; and construction and development of a ground water well 

within or adjacent to the District boundaries. 
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B. PURCHASE OF WATER AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE GAME CREEK SOURCE 

The preliminary investigation stage eliminated two 

alternatives. Conversations between AVI and Dick Worrl of Teton 

County indicated that sale of water from that well (UW #76449) 

should only be considered as a last resort. Other individuals and 

organizations had previously indicated an interest in the water 

from that well and the County has no plans or interest to sell that 

water. 

The requirements of the USEPA Surface Water Treatment Rule 

(SWTR), effective December 31,1990 would impact the use of surface 

water either through direct flow or via an infiltration gallery 

below Game Creek. The present project has endeavored to collect 

baseline data on the existing District Spring to establish that 

this spring is a "ground water" source, not under the influence of 

"surface water". Any "surface water" source or "ground water 

source under the influence of surface water" would fall under the 

treatment and monitoring requirements of the SWTR. The 

construction of a filtration plant and the daily maintenance 

requirements associated with this would be cost prohibitive to the 

District. 

C. REHABILITATION OF THE DISTRICT SPRING 

Evaluation and rehabilitation of the District Spring to 

increase its yield was addressed as part of this project. Previous 

studies (Willard Owens Associates, Inc. 1982) addressed the 

existing "as-built" condition of the spring and the potential for 

rehabilitation of the spring to increase spring yield. The Willard 

Owens report made a number of recommendations to improve the yield 

of the Spring. It is not clear (Jorgenson "as builts", 1986; 

personal communication, 1991) to what degree the Willard Owens 

recommendations were followed. Of principal importance are the 

following recommendations: 
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1. Define the depth to bedrock and bedrock conditions in the 
vicinity of the Spring. Once defined, the collection 
system should be placed either directly on or near 
bedrock to ensure the maximum collection of alluvial 
underflow. 

2. All collection pipes should be wrapped in pervious filter 
cloth and gravel packed. 

3. The construction of a concrete or impermeable cutoff wall 
down gradient of the spring would reduce downstream flow 
losses and ensure increased storage in the immediate 
vicinity of the Spring. 

4. To prevent contamination by surface water, a PVC or 
similar impervious geomembrane should be placed over the 
Spring and properly keyed into the subsurface. Topsoil 
and vegetation can be replaced over the disturbed area 
and the site should be regraded to ensure that there is 
no ponding of water over the Spring. 

5. To eliminate the potential for upstream contamination by 
ground water, a french drain should be placed upstream of 
the Spring and keyed vertically into bedrock. 

6. To prevent large runoff events from directly influencing 
the Spring the existing surface water diversion ditches 
should be reconstructed. 

The first three recommendations directly pertain to the 

rehabilitation of the Spring to increase its overall yield. The 

Willard Owens report suggests that the Spring "currently produces 

25+ gpm in the spring and 15+ gpm in the fall and winter". They 

have provided no supporting documentation. Evaluation of the 

pumping rates and the number of hours of continuous pumping suggest 

that the Spring can sustain a 43 gpm continuous pumping rate for a 

minimum of four (4) hours in August, 1991. It is not clear whether 

the pump has "shut off" because of "insufficient rate of Spring 

recharge or because the "user demand" ( i • e. the level of the 

holding tank) is such that no further pumping is required. Based 

on the monthly District usage it appears that the pump has "shut 

off" because of insufficient rate of recharge. A pump test of the 

spring is necessary to properly determine the spring's rate of 

recharge. For the purposes of this report the Spring yield 
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presented in the Willard Owens report will be utilized. 

Rehabilitation of the spring is anticipated to improve the 

Spring yield approximately 10- 25%. This translates as a net 

increase in yield ranging from 1.5 to 6 gpm. In some cases where 

the initial Spring completion is poor, greater net increases could 

be anticipated. Visual observations of the existing Spring 

condition suggest that this is not the case. Rehabilitation of the 

Spring could result in a maximum production of 32 gpm. The 

District has a 1981 water right for 49.8 gpm, which could be seen 

as the maximum allowable water right under its current application 

(SW #27641). However it should be noted that there are two 

permitted springs, immediately downstream of the District spring 

which appear to be in direct hydrologic communication with the 

District spring. These two springs (UW #50087 and UW #50088) are 

1979 water rights and could be impacted by any rehabilitation of 

the District Spring. 

The latter three recommendations directly pertain to continued 

use of the existing Spring as a community water source. As noted 

in Chapter VI of this report, the District Spring may be subject to 

the Surface Water Treatment Rule (SWTR), 40 CFR Part 141, Subpart 

H (effective December 31, 1990) promulgated by the US Environmental 

Protection Agency (USEPA). The project team has collected two 

particulate samples (June and August, 1991; Appendix G) in 

accordance with USEPA current procedures. EPA collected and 

reported one particulate sample (May, 1990; Appendix G). None of 

these samples indicate influence of the existing Spring by surface 

water. However, none of the samples were collected during spring 

runoff or immediately following a major (two inch or greater) 

rainstorm event. EPA's suggested guidelines (September, 1991 

Draft) recognize these two periods to be critical periods in the 

determination of surface water influence. 

EPA and the project team recognize that the existing Spring is 
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susceptible to contamination by surface water and it is a water 

source worthy of protection. The above recommendations will ensure 

the long term protection of the District Spring from influence by 

surface water or contaminated ground water. 

D. DEVELOPMENT OF AREA SPRINGS 

The project team evaluated area springs to determine their 

potential as supplementary water sources. The State Engineers 

Office (WSEO) records were thoroughly researched to identify all 

water rights within a two mile radius of the project area. Eleven 

(11) springs and twelve (12) wells were identified within the 

limits of the investigation. Of the twelve wells, two of them are 

actually springs, which were developed as shallow wells to improve 

their overall yield. with respect to the springs, nine of them 

were investigated in the field to determine their "actual 

presence", "actual yield", "geological relationship" and in some 

cases "water quality". In general the majority of the springs were 

actually "seeps" and yielded less than one (1) gpm. Three of the 

springs could not be located. Only five springs of consequence 

were identified and three of these springs were sampled. water 

quality results from these three springs are presented in 

Appendices F and G. A trilinear diagram, which documents the water 

quality "character" of these three springs and one producing well 

is presented as Figure 4.3 of this report. 

The District Spring (sample LA#l) has the greatest yield and 

is estimated at 15 to 25 gpm. Geological mapping (S-l on Figure 

4.1 of this report) indicates that this spring is structurally 

controlled and occurs where either the lower member of the Tertiary 

Age Camp Davis or possibly the Cretaceous Age Aspen Shale thrust 

plate overlies the upper member of the Camp Davis Formation. The 

waters appear to be originating from the Camp Davis. The water 

quality of this source has been extensively tested by both the 

project team and the water District. The waters appear to satisfy 
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all EPA requirements for a community water source. 

The Teuscher "Leaf" Spring, located immediately downstream of 

the District Spring (NESW section 35) has a reported yield of 25 

gpm. The estimated flow of this spring is somewhat less and 

appears to be a function of the overflow of the District Spring. 

A recent pipeline (SW #30634) application suggests that the maximum 

appropriation from this spring could be 35 gpm. Geological mapping 

(S-7 on Figure 4.1) indicates that this spring is related to a 

similar structural feature as the District Spring and is in direct 

hydrologic communication. The water quality of this source was not 

tested but it is probably similar to the District spring. 

The Scott Spring (SENE section 35) has a reported yield of 5 

to 7 gpm. Actual yield at the time of sampling was estimated at 

1.5 gpm. The section 36 Spring (SWNW section 36) was a developed 

spring, though no water right was identified. Its yield was 

estimated at 1 gpm, more or less. In both instances, the 

development of these springs was relatively poor, ground collapse 

and ultimately sedimentation has impacted the overall yield. with 

proper development, spring yields of 5 to 10 gpm could be 

anticipated. Geological mapping (S-2 and S-3, respectively on 

Figure 4.1) suggests that these springs are related to an upthrown 

thrust plate of Mesozoic Age rocks. The waters of these springs 

appear to originate along the contact between the Twin Creek 

Limestone and the Stump/Preuss Sandstone, both of Jurassic Age. 

The Scott Spring was sampled for DEQ/WQD Chapter 8 parameters and 

appears to be suitable for a community water supply. The full 

suite of EPA primary and secondary standards was not evaluated. 

Additional studies (includinq further water quality analysis, 

development and pump testinq) of these sprinqs may be warranted. 

The Game Creek Ranch Spring originally called the Horse Palace 

(NWNW section 35) has a reported yield of 10 gpm. Actual yield at 

the time of sampling was estimated at 1 gpm. The spring 
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development consisted of a galvanized culvert, somewhat exposed to 

the elements. Spring yield appears to have decreased due to ground 

collapse and sedimentation. with proper development spring yield 

may approach 5 gpm. The spring is presently used as a water source 

for the Game Creek Ranch, outside of the Water District boundaries. 

It is unlikely that this water is available for transfer within the 

Water District. Geological mapping (S-6 on Figure 4.1) suggests 

that this spring is structurally controlled and occurs where the 

Cretaceous Age Cloverly-Jurassic Age Morrison are thrust above the 

upper member of the Tertiary Age Camp Davis Formation. The waters 

of this spring appear to originate from the Camp Davis Formation. 

The Game Creek Ranch Spring was sampled for DEQ/WQD Chapter 8 

parameters and appears to be suitable for a community water supply. 

The full suite of EPA primary and secondary standards was not 

evaluated. No additional studies of this spring are warranted. 

E. CONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT OF A GROUND WATER WELL 

Based on the analysis of the above alternatives, assuming 

optimal success in rehabilitating the District Spring, and the 

purchase and optimal development of two "area springs" (Scott 

Spring and section 36 Spring), a maximum water production on a peak 

summer day could range from 30 to 45 gpm. From this information it 

appears that the summation of the previous alternatives could not 

meet future peak water demands which require a continuous flow of 

63 gpm. On this basis it appears that the construction and 

development of a ground water well within or adjacent to the 

District boundaries may be the only alternative, which will provide 

water to meet the future demands of the District. Depending on the 

ultimate production of this ground water well, the waters from the 

well could serve as either supplementary or as the sole source of 

water within the District. 

The geological logs, water yield and water rights data from 

five area water wells were evaluated. Conversations with Jack 
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Weber of Weber Drilling and sample cuttings from certain water 

wells supplemented the drillers logs provided with the water rights 

information. The subsurface geological information provided by Mr. 

Weber was incorporated into the geological and hydrogeological 

interpretations (Chapter IV), overall geological map and geological 

cross section provided in this report. 

The most productive ground water well in the general area was 

drilled in 1988 by Weber Drilling in the NESW section 27, township 

40 north, range 116 west. The well was completed to a depth of 295 

feet in the Tertiary Age Camp Davis Formation. The well was pump 

tested at a rate of 190 gpm for 24 hours, yielding 16 feet of 

drawdown. The well yield appears to be strongly influenced by its 

proximity to the principal structural element in the area, the 

Hoback Fault. The upgradient Madison Limestone is the local source 

of recharge. 

within section 35 and in close proximity to or within the 

Water District, four other wells have been completed with 

significantly less success. The deepest well, the Hocker Well 

(SWSE section 35) was completed in 1973 to a depth of 500 feet and 

yielded no water. The well was completed through a surficial 

veneer of glacial deposits overlying a thin "thrust slice" of Camp 

Davis Formation. The majority of the well completion (400 feet) 

penetrated Cretaceous Age Aspen Shale. 

No lithologic logs were available for the 1974 Weeks Well 

(NWSE section 35; completion estimated at 398 feet) or for the 1980 

Rorabaugh Well (NESE section 35; TD estimated at 160 feet). It 

appears from the SE~ records that the Weeks well may have been 

originally completed to a depth of 490 feet, but well collapse, 

loss of a drill bit and various mishaps during drilling may have 

influenced the final completion. The Weeks well was completed 

through a major thrust plate, which repeated sequences of the Camp 

Davis Formation. yield from that well appears to be adequate for 
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a single family dwelling and supplementary uses such as irrigation. 

Its reported yield was 25 gpm for 30 minutes with 12 feet of 

drawdown. The Rorabaugh well was completed upgradient from the 

Weeks well, may have penetrated Aspen Shale near the surface and 

was completed through a thrust sheet into the younger Camp Davis 

Formation. The reported yield of this well was estimated at 15 gpm 

for 2 hours with 20 feet of drawdown. 

Lithologic logs and limited drill cuttings were available for 

inspection on the 1991 Yearsley well, completed in the NENE section 

35. Although a Form UW 6 has not yet been filed with the SE~ on 

this well, data provided by Jack Weber indicated that this well was 

completed to a depth of 303 feet with a static water level of 103.5 

feet. Although no pump test data are available, drillers logs 

suggest that this well will yield between 2 and 5 gpm and will be 

adequate for a single family dwelling. The lithologic information 

indicate that the well penetrated approximately 45 feet of glacial 

material, 100 feet of Nugget Sandstone, a small section of the 

Gypsum Springs Formation and was completed in the Twin Creek 

Limestone. The strata in the vicinity of this well appear to be 

overturned. 

Based on an analysis of the area wells, area springs, local 

surface geology, fracture patterns, and hydrogeologic 

interpretation, the project team proposes a deep ground water well 

to supply supplementary water to the Squaw Creek Water District. 

The lower Mesozoic and upper Paleozoic carbonate and arenaceous 

strata present in the northeast corner of section 35 provide 

potential target aquifers. In particular a proposed well should be 

completed in the Twin Creek Limestone, Nugget Sandstone or at depth 

into the fractured Madison Limestone. The dip of the Hoback Fault 

and the relative displacement of the Madison in the area could not 

be well defined in the scope of this study. These factors will 

control the ability to complete into the Madison at a reasonable 

water well depth. Proximity of a well to the Hoback Fault and the 
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interception of water-bearing fractures will serve as the principal 

controls on well yield. The anticipated water quality of the 

deeper zones is anticipated to be relatively good. Typically it 

should be a calcium or sodium-calcium bicarbonate water with a 

total dissolved solids concentration ranging from 150 to 300 ppm 

(Lines and Glass, 1975). Data from the Weeks well (Figure 4.3 and 

Appendix F) suggest that the deeper completions will be lower in 

bicarbonate than the surface springs in the area. 

A proposed well location for the District well is presented on 

Figure 4.1 of this report. It is located in the NENE section 35 and 

within the Game Creek Subdivision. This location is on privately 

owned property outside of the current District boundaries. 

Negotiations with the current landowner should occur prior to 

commencement of permitting and drilling. The well location was 

sited based on favorable stratigraphic and structural conditions. 

Photogrammetric interpretation of Color Infrared photography 

(8/30/91), identified a southwesterly trending lineament in the 

vicinity of this well. The lineament is parallel to the regional 

jointing pattern of the Madison Limestone and may serve as local 

recharge to the fractured subsurface strata. A conceptual well 

completion diagram is presented on Figure 5. 1 of this report. 

Although sufficient water may be encountered at a shallower depth, 

for the purpose of this report the anticipated completion depth of 

the proposed District Water Well is 850 feet. 
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VI. WATER QUALITY AND WATER RIGHTS 

A. WATER QUALITY 

The water quality of the existing Spring is good and is 

sampled on a regular basis by the District and Teton County. 

Currently there is no water treatment of the Spring or water 

distribution system. Monthly monitoring includes total coliforms. 

In addition to coliforms, EPA primary standards, organics, volatile 

organics and radionuclides are sampled on a regular basis. The 

project team collected a water sample from the spring in June, 

1991. Field chemical parameters were measured in June and August, 

1991. The June, 1991 sample was analyzed for a modified list of 

DEQ/WQD Chapter VIII Drinking Water Standards. The analytical 

results are presented in Appendix G. The waters of the District 

spring are calcium bicarbonate type and are relatively hard. The 

pH of the Spring ranges between 7.4 and 7.8 and the total dissolved 

solids concentration ranges from 180 to 292 ppm. The District 

Spring is suitable for Drinking Water Use (Class I). 

As part of the Safe Drinking Water Act, the US Environmental 

Protection Agency (USEPA) passed the "Surface water Treatment Rule" 

(SWTR): 40CFR Part 141, Subpart H (effective December 31, 1990). 

The SWTR pertains to all public water systems which utilize a 

surface water source or ground water under the direct influence of 

surface water. The SWTR defines surface water as all waters which 

are open to the atmosphere and are subject to surface water runoff. 

Ground water under the direct influence of surface water is defined 

as: any water beneath the surface of the ground with (i) 

significant occurrence of insects or other macroorganisms, algae, 

organic debris or large diameter pathogens such as Giardia, or (ii) 

significant and relatively rapid shifts in water characteristics 

such as turbidity, temperature, conductivity, or pH which closely 

correlate to climatological or surface water conditions. 
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EPA must make the determination for "ground water under the 

direct influence of surface water" for all community water systems 

by June 29, 1994. They can make that determination prior to that 

date. In particular this determination will apply to all springs, 

shallow wells and infiltration galleries. The EPA has 

established a three step approach to making the determination 

(Revised Chapter 2, SWTR, March, 1991) which includes: (1) a 

review of the records to determine if the source is an obvious 

surface water source i.e. pond, lake, stream, etc.; (2) a review of 

all information collected during the sanitary surveys. These 

surveys often reflect a qualitative determination of "wheth~r the 

system is susceptible to surface water contamination"; (3) 

particulate analyses and other water quality sampling and analyses. 

In their 1989 Sanitary Survey of the Squaw Creek Water Source, 

the EPA noted that the Spring was "affected by surface water" 

and/or is "susceptible to contamination". Although this field 

memorandum does not reflect an official determination of the Spring 

status, it and subsequent surveys do influence the "final decision 

making process". In particular, EPA noted that the spring is 

unprotected (no liner, etc.) and that there are sources of 

contamination nearby. The 1990 EPA Squaw Creek Spring particulate 

sample analysis (5/23/90, Appendix G) did not identify any 

microorganisms, characteristic of a surface water source. Two 

samples were collected by the project team in 1991 (6/18/91 and 

8/29/91; Appendix G). In both cases "no particulates restricted to 

surface water were found in the samples". 

EPA's draft guidelines (September, 1991) notes that a "minimum 

of two particulate samples should be collected. One sample should 

be collected following a heavy rainfall (two inches or greater 

within the prior week) or snow melt and one sample during the late 

summer or following an extended period of little or no rainfall." 

None of the Squaw Creek samples were collected during a period of 

"spring runoff or immediately following a rainstorm of two inches 
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or greater". xt is recommended that at least one more (i.e. snow 

melt) sample be collected. A sampling procedure is presented in 

Appendix J. 

EPA also noted in their sanitary survey report that the 

"spring turbidity increases with spring runoff." It is recommended 

that the District purchase a turbidity meter and collect turbidity 

and temperature measurements on a weekly basis at a minimum. 

Measurements should increase to daily during periods of spring snow 

melt or for the week following a significant rainstorm event. 

In summary the SWTR "may apply to the Squaw Creek water 

District Spring". The Spring has been a good and dependable water 

source and is worthy of protection. water treatment and filtration 

options were not evaluated as part of this project but may be 

prohibitively expensive. Rehabilitation of the Spring and 

protection from the direct influence of surface water are the 

recommended water quality options. A number of these options were 

discussed in Chapter V. These options include the placement of a 

surface (PVC) impermeable liner, the construction of an upqradient 

french drain, reqradinq of the area to prevent direct surface 

runoff and the reconstruction of the perimeter ditches. Xn 

addition it is stronqly recommended that the automobile bodies be 

removed from the sprinq area and that the entrance qate be locked. 

These improvements and successful (no significant occurrence of 

surface water organisms) particulate analyses should provide a 

strong basis for the determination that the Squaw Creek Spring is 

a ground water source, and that the SWTR does not apply to the 

current Squaw Creek community water supply. 

B. WATER RIGHTS 

Following is a brief summary of the water rights which affect 

the District as developed from state Engineer's records. 
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• Original application filed April 7, 1978. status canceled. 

Permit #25896 

• Bed Spring 1 filed September 28, 1979 by Rod Teuscher 25 

gallons per minute for domestic and stock use. Status

Beneficial Use received, June 15, 1982 date of completion. 

Permit #U.W. 50087 

• Leaf Spring 1 filed September 28, 1979 by Rod Teuscher 25 

gallon per minute for stock and domestic use. status -

Beneficial Use received, June 15, 1982 date of completion. 

Permit #U.W. 50088 

• Squaw Creek water District Pipeline filed December 29, 1981 by 

Squaw Creek Water District. Status - No Beneficial Use filed 

extensions granted until December 31, 1993. 

Permit #27641 

• Weeks Pipeline filed June 13, 1990 by Ray Weeks on overflow 

from the Squaw Creek Spring. status - the permit issued to 

make a matter of record an existing facility - Notice of 

Beneficial Use was waived. 

• 

Permit No. 30633 

Teuscher Pipeline filed February 13, 1991. 

Beneficial Use pending. 

Permit #30634 

Status 

A.V.I. reviewed these rights with the State Engineer's office 

and has arrived at the recommendations for the District listed in 

section VII. 
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VII. OPERATIONAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN 

A. TRANSMISSION LINE AND WATER STORAGE SYSTEM 

A.V.I. recommends that the existing water transmission line 

from the spring system be continually reanalyzed for possible 

leaks. An easement for this water line should be acquired from all 

appropriate parties. 

A.V.I. recommends that the existing water storage system be 

increased by 30,000 gallons to a total of 50,000 gallons. During 

monthly meter reading operations, storage tank levels should be 

noted and volumes included in monthly water analyses. By noting 

such volumes and comparing the master meter (in the vault) with 

individual meters, a determination of major leaks in the system can 

be made. All meters should be periodically calibrated and trends 

in meter reading noted. Variances from the trends should be 

investigated immediately. A recorder should also be placed in the 

vault which can define periods when the emergency shutoff (red 

light) has occurred. 

The existing 2-10,000 gallon tanks were visually inspected and 

seemed to be in good shape. They do need to be cleaned as deposits 

of sediment were observed on the floor of each tank. The tanks 

should also be painted and disinfected periodically to prevent rust 

and corrosion. The existing hatches should be locked in order to 

prevent vandalism and for safety purposes. Additionally, a locked 

security fence around the tanks and valves is also recommended. 

B. SPRING SITE 

The spring should be cleaned of all existing junk, and the 

existing perimeter fence made animal-proof and locked. The 

original design allowed for a perimeter ditch to transmit surface 
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flows and runoff out and around the spring collection system. 

A.V.I. performed preliminary hydraulic calculations for the site 

and proposed that a new ditch 8 feet wide and 3 feet deep with 3:1 

side slopes be constructed from the upstream side of the spring 

collection system around the spring area to the north. It may 

require culverts under the access roadway depending on the actual 

location and placement. A more desirable solution would be to 

allow for a dip in the roadway as the culverts would require 

continual maintenance. The slope of the ditch should not exceed 3% 

and the channel will be grass-lined. Erosion in the channel can be 

expected with high events and the drop from the channel to the 

existing creek bed should be protected with riprap to prevent 

headcutting back into the spring area. 

The existing spring area has cleanouts on all of the 

collection lines. These lines should be periodically cleaned. Any 

system used to clean these lines must be sterilized and be free of 

any potential contamination. Should additional improvements beyond 

cleaning the lines be desired, the lines can be uncovered, 

thoroughly cleaned and wrapped with a filter fabric then replaced. 

The fabric will prevent silt and sand from entering the system as 

well as deter root growth. 

The surface of the spring area should be capped with a PVC 

liner. This will prevent surface water from infiltrating the 

spring and influencing the groundwater. The PVC liner should be at 

least 40 mil. This liner should be capped with 1 foot of topsoil 

and seeded. A slope from south to north and east to west of at 

least 0.5 percent should be maintained to assure proper drainage. 

Around the east and north sides of the spring area a french 

drain keyed into bedrock or an impermeable layer of soil may be 

constructed. This drain will collect subsurface flows other than 

those of the spring and divert them around the spring. The typical 

configuration of the drain would be a trench 3 foot wide with 2 
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feet of gravel and a 6" perforated collection line wrapped with 

filter fabric. The depth of the drain will be determined after 

further on-site investigations in the Level II study. 

The District should plan for future installation of a 

chlorinator. A gas chlorinator is recommended because of its 

simplistic nature and less maintenance requirements. The existing 

meter pit was designed for such an installation. The actual 

chlorine gas cylinders should be located outside the pit in a 

protected and ventilated housing. Should the existing meter pit be 

used as an application, extreme caution :Jhould be used when 

entering the pit. The exhaust fan should be run for a reasonable 

period before entering the pit and no one person should be allowed 

to enter the pit alone. 

The District should also consider purchasing a standby 

generator to run the pump in the event of a power loss and should 

also purchase and keep on hand a spare pump. The limited storage 

available in the system necessitates that adequate backup power 

equipment is vital to the system's operations. 

should be available within 24 hours notice. 

This equipment 

Should the system experience an undue amount of problems with 

their phone line control operating system, they may wish to 

consider a new infrared control system to connect the pump to the 

storage tank. These systems are battery, solar, and AC current 

powered. They are wireless, low cost, and relatively reliable. 

C. DISTRIBUTION MAINS 

All existing dead end mains should be equipped with a flushing 

hydrant at the end of each line. These should be flushed 

periodically and at least every quarter. As funds are available, 

these lines should be looped. 
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PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS SCHEMATIC 
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Section 35, Township 40 North, Range 116 West, Teton Cotriy, WyOl11k1g 
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Increase existing storage to 50,000 gallons by adding new 30,000 gallon tank or equivalent. 

Add 6" flre hydrant and improve a tum around for flre trucks. 

Animal-proof fence and lock spring area and pump house. Add cover to spring, place french 
drain around north and east ends. Remove junk. 

Provide flushing hydrants at dead end mains. 



A fire hydrant should be installed near the end of the 6" main 

as indicated on the schematic on page 41. In addition, a turn 

around sufficient to allow local fire trucks to turn should be 

constructed. A radius of 60 feet should be sufficient. 

As lines are replaced they should be up-sized to a minimum of 

6 inch mains. This will allow for future installation of fire 

hydrants and increased fire protection. 

The existing meter reading program should continue with 

~esults of each monthly meter reading graphed out. A quick review 

of historical data for each meter will indicate leaks or problems. 

with that meter. 

D. WATER RIGHTS 

A. V. I. recommends that the following updates to the District's 

water rights be made. 

• A petition to amend the old State Engineer's map with a 

corrected map indicating the as-constructed system (1982) 

should be made as soon as possible. 

• The District may wish to apply to the State Engineer for 

reinstatement of the April 7, 1978 priority date. It is 

not known if this application would be approved depending 

on strength of case and whether or not it was challenged. 

• It is recommended but not imperative, that a PARTIAL 

BENEFICIAL USE and TIME EXTENSION for the remainder of 

the lots be filed along with the amended map to the State 

Engineer. This would fix the priority date (1981) for 

all the current users and keep the 1981 priority date 

available for new users which Beneficial Use can be 

submitted prior to exceeding the extension time. 
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VIII. PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE 

A. INTRODUCTION 

Selecting a preferred alternative for this project is 

relatively simple. The scope of this report summarizes the 

existing system, future demands, available spring water, possible 

ground water and delineates the probable best areas to drill for 

ground water. The report also summarizes a number of operational 

improvements for the water district. We have therefore limited our 

preferred alternative selection process to Water Supply 

Alternatives only. All improvements associated with the 

operational improvement plan should be implemented. Our 

recommended order of operational improvements is listed in section 

X summary of recommendations. 

Water Supply Alternatives include: 

A. Purchase of water from the County or development of Game 
Creek. 

B. Rehabilitation of the District spring. 

C. Development of area springs. 

D. Construction and Development of a ground water well. 

B. ESTIMATED COSTS AND WATER PRODUCTION FOR EACH ALTERNATIVE 

The following are estimated costs for the above described four 

water supply alternatives. 

Ca) Purchase of water and development of Game Creek. 

Water from Teton County Well Cost 
Purchase Water from County 
Pipeline to subdivision 
Pumps and Controls 
Engineering & Contingencies @ 25% 

TOTAL 

Estimate (50 gpm Assumed) 
Unknown 
$200,000.00 
$ 50,880.00 
$ 62,500.00 
$312,500.00 

Ca2) Water from Game Creek (50 gpm Assumed) 
Infiltration Gallery $ 30,000.00 

$ 50,000.00 
$ 25,000.00 
$350,000.00 
$113,750.00 
$568,750.00 

Pipeline 
Pump and Controls 
Water Filtration Plant 
Engineering & Contingencies @ 25% 

TOTAL 
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(b) Rehabilitation of the District Spring (4 gpm Assumed) 

French Drain 
Rehabilitate Spring 
Pump Test Spring 
Drill spring 
Engineering & contingencies @ 25% 

TOTAL 

(c) Development of Area Springs (10 gpm Assumed) 

Purchase of water Rights 
Develop two Springs 
Pipelines & Pumps 
Engineering & Contingencies @ 25% 

TOTAL 

$ 25,000.00 
$ 10,000.00 
$ 4,000.00 
$ 1,750.00 
$ 10,190.00 
$ 50,940.00 

Unknown 
$ 40,000.00 
$ 80,000.00 
$ 30,000.00 
$t50,000.00 

(d) Construction and Development of a Well (SO gpm Assumed) 

Drill 850' Well (Rock) 
Pump & Power & Controls 
Pipeline 
Engineering & Contingencies @ 25% 

TOTAL 

C. COST/BENEFIT ANALYSIS 

$117,000.00 
$ 35,000.00 
$ 95,000.00 
$ 61,750.00 
$308,750.00 

Due to the varying costs of the difference alternatives and 

their associated benefits, the only way to compare them is on a 

cost/benefit basis. The following is a brief synopsis of the 

cost/benefits for each alternative in Matrix form. 
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BENEFIT/COST MATRIX 

PROBLEMS 
PROBABIUTY WITH USEPA 

COSJ"_ ANNUAL RJ!IJABIUTY OF ACQUIlI'l10Nl SUlI.PACE 
SUPPLY POTBN'JtAL REQ'D 0.tM OF ADEQUATE R.O.W.'SAND WATBJl 

ALTBRNA'l1VB WATBJl OPBllATOR cosrs WATBJl WATBJl 0WNEJtSHlP IlULB TOTALS 

a1 8 0 -1 6 6· ·6 0 13 

~ 4 -1 -2 4 10 -3 -5 7 

b 8 0 0 2 2 0 -5 7·· 
(4) 

c 4 0 -1 2 2 -3 -5 ·1 

d 8 0 -1 4 10 -1 0 20 

* Lower Rating due to existing and projected other uses for the 
well. 

** Should alternative (b) be selected by itself, 3 points are 
deducted to lower its score because the source is currently 
estimated not to have the capacity to supply the district by 
itself. 

THE ABOVE MATRIX RATING SYSTEM CONSISTS OF THE FOLLOWING: 

• cost/gpm/potential water - Total estimated construction costs 
+ by project gallons of water per minute delivery. 

Less than $5,000.00 = 10 Points 

$ 5,000 - $10,000 = 8 Points 

$10,000 - $20,000 = 4 Points 

$20,000 - up = 2 Points 
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a 1 = 312,500+50 = $6,250/gpm 

b = 50,937+4 = $12,734/gpm 

d = 308,750+50 = $6,175/gpm 

a2 = 568,750+50 = $11,375/gpm 

c = 120,000+10 = $12,000/gpm 

• Operator Required - Ratings depend on if a full operator or 
part time operator is required. 

• 

• 

Full Time Operator 

Part Time Operator 

Operations same as 
existing 

= - 3 Points 

= - 1 Point 

= o Points 

Annual 0 & M Costs = The cost of annual 
maintenance varies the ratings. 

Same as Existing = 0 Points 

Double Existing = - 1 Point 

Triple Existing or more = - 2 Points 

Reliability of Water - Estimated reliability of 
water varies the rating. 

Excellent = 6 Points 

Good = 4 Points 

Average = 2 Points 

Poor = 1 Point 
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• Probability of Adequate Water Supplies - Rating varies in 
accordance with volumes of water delivered. 

40 - 50 gpm or more = 10 Points 

20 - 40 gpm = 6 Points 

10 - 20 gpm = 4 Points 

2 - 10 gpm = 2 Points 

1 gpm or lower = 1 Point 

• Problems with Acquisition or Ownership - Problems with land 
ownership, easements, water rights, etc. vary the rating. 

High Potential = -6 Points 

Medium Potential = -3 Points 

Low Potential = -1 Point 

No Potential = -0 Points 

• USEPA Surface Water Rule - Areas where the rule applies 
receive a rating of minus 5. All other areas receive a zero. 

D. PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE 

A brief review of the Benefit Cost Matrix in section C clearly 
indicates that Alternative "0", or construction of a ground water 
well, is the most preferred. Its cost per potential yield is 
reasonable compared to the other alternatives. It also requires 
minimal 0 & M costs and will not increase operator requirements. 
Very little right of way or acquisition problems are anticipated 
and best of all, it is not affected by the USEPA Surface Rule. 

Second on the list of preferred alternatives is utilizing the 
Teton County Well, third is using Game Creek as a source, and 
fourth is improving the District's spring. 

considering the costs involved and all Cost/Benefits, we 
propose pursuing Alternative "0" along with Alternative "B" « 

together into a Level III study (drilling a new well and improving 
the District's spring). 
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IX. ESTIMATED PROJECT COSTS 

Following is a cost estimate for Squaw Creek Water Supply 
Project Level I Study Preferred Alternative together with 
Recommended Operations Improvements. Part A is the estimated cost 
for performing the Level II study and Part B is the preliminary 
construction estimate for improvements listed in the Level I 
Report. All costs are contingent upon finding water in the deep 
well. 

A. PREPARATION OF LEVEL II STUDY 

Permitting and Mitigation 

Legal Fees 

Acquisition of Access and Rights-of-Way 

Construction Cost Level II Engineering 

Pump Testing Existing Spring 
Drilling Existing Spring 
Drilling 850' Well (Rock) 

of Project 

Subtotal 
Estimated Total for Level II Study 

(Subtotal plus 15% Continqency) 

$ 95,000.00 

$ 500.00 

$ 1,000.00 

$ 3,000.00 

Components 

$ 4,000.00 
$ 1,750.00 
$ 117,000.00 
$ 222,250.00 
$ 255,600.00 

B. PRELIMINARY CONSTRUCTION COST OF OPERATIONAL IMPROVEMENTS 
LEVEL I 

Pump & Power 850' Well & Controls 
Pipeline to Tanks or Spring 
Clean up and Fix Spring Fence 
Additional 30K Water Storage 
Fire Hydrant & Valve 
Cover & French Drain Spring 
Standby Equipment Pump/Generator 
Rehabilitate Spring (Optional) 

Construction Cost Subtotal #1 

Engineering Costs = CCS#l x 10% 

Subtotal #2 

Contingency = Subtotal #2 x 15% 

CONSTRUCTION COST TOTAL 
PROJECT COST TOTAL (A , B) 
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$ 35,000.00 
$ 95,000.00 
$ 8,000.00 
$ 50,000.00 
$ 2,500.00 
$ 25,000.00 
$ 20,000.00 
$ 10,000.00 

$ 245,500.00 

$ 24,550.00 

$ 270,050.00 

$ 40,507.00 

$ 310,557.00 
$ 566,157.00 



Should the District elect to go to a level III study and a 

successful deep ground water well is achieved in level II, we have 

estimated the District's costs as follows: 

A. The District would have to buy the well at an estimated 
cost $117 ,000.00 

B. cost for Operational Improvements 
(Well & Spring) 

TOTAL 

$310,557.00 

= $427,557.00 

Assuming the WWDC funding to be in the ratio of 67% grant and 

33% loan (4% for 30 years) the annual cost to the District is 

estimated as follows: 

construction Cost 

33% Loan 

Capitol Recovery factor 30 years @ 4% 

Annual Payment 

$427,557.00 

$142,518.00 

0.05783 

$ 8,242.00 

Assuming 80 potential taps, the monthly cost per tap would be 

8,242 + 12 + 80 = $8.60 month/tap. 
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x. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

Followinq is a list of operational recommendations for the 

District. They are listed in approximate order of priority. 

A = Hiqh priority; B = Medium priority; C = Low Priority. 

A - HIGH PRIORITY 
• Establish a leak monitoring program and fix all leaks as soon 

as they are detected. 

• Reconstruct the surface runoff ditch around the spring to 
divert runoff around the spring. 

• Seal the top of the spring collection area with an impervious 
membrane. A P.V.C. liner is preferable. 

• Repair the fence around the spring to make animal proof. 

• Keep the gate to the spring locked and lock the storage tanks. 

• Read meters monthly and record the meter reading in the vault 
as well as water height in the storage tanks. 

• File recommended Partial Beneficial Use on the water rights 
and file an extension of time for the remainder. 

• Post a warning sign at the vault to work in pairs and be aware 
of noxious gases. 

• Rotate bacteriological sampling sites throughout the system. 

• The District should continually test the spring to provide 
E.P.A. documentation that it is a groundwater not a surface 
water influenced system. 

B - MEDIUM PRIORITY 
• Installation of an additional 30, 000 gallons of storage. 

Secure and lock all storage tanks. 

• Install a french drain around the north and east sides of the 
spring to divert potential groundwater from these areas away 
from the spring. 

• Provide maintenance to the spring collection system by rodding 
out collection lines as needed. Also disinfect, flush, and 
maintain storage tanks annually. 

• Remove unsightly trash, junk autos, etc. from the spring area. 
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C - LOW PRIORITY 
• Installation of a 6" fire hydrant on 6" main. 

• Provide turnouts intermittently throughout subdivisions in 
District capable of handling fire truck. 

• Secure easements for all water lines which do not currently 
have them or are not in road right-of-ways. 

• Plan for the addition of chlorination equipment for the 
system. The equipment shall have the capacity to provide a 5 
mg/l disinfection dose. This equipment may be located in the 
existing vault, however, because of potential hazards it would 
be best to locate in a separate structure. 

• Plan for standby equipment and have available for a one-day 
replacement. This should include pump motor, generator, 
chlorination equipment and all necessary appurtenances for 
proper connections. 

• Loop all dead end mains (not included in cost estimates). In 
interim, put flushing valves at dead ends. 

• The District should be cautious about allowing lot splits 
which result in capacities beyond those planned for. 

• The existing valves should be moved out of the roadway. 

• Those lots in the Game Creek Subdivision which express an 
interest (NE~ NE~ section 35, T40N, Rl16W) should be 
considered for inclusion into the District. 

The followinq are recommendations for a Level II study for the 
District. 

1. Drill a deep groundwater well. 

2. Drill a series of shallow exploration holes to investigate 
bedrock conditions of the existing spring and potential for 
further development. 

3. Pump test existing spring to determine its yield. 

4. Investigate the potential for development of other existing 
spring sources (Scott Spring), including consents, clearances 
and rights of way. 

5. Revise engineering estimates and plans, depending on drilling 
results. 

6. Revise project economics depending on drilling results. 
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MEMORANDUM 

TO: Mr. David Zelenka, Deputy Administrator - Construction 
Division and 

Mr. Patrick Erger 

FROM: Mike Besson, P.~ 
DATE: July 30, 1991 

SUBJECT: Fire Flows and storage Requirements for the Squaw Creek 
Water Supply Project 

======================================== 

Section 13. of Chapter XII of the WDEQ Rules and Regulations 
will assist in sizing storage facilities if the fire storage 
requirement is known. According to the regulations the amount of 
fire storage required is based upon the recommendation of the State 
Fire Marshall or the local fire agency. However it has been my 
experience that the local department and the State Fire Marshall's 
Office often abdicate this authority to the Insurance Services 
Office (ISO). Unfortunately the ISO utilizes a complicated rating 
system which considers facilities other than the water supply 
system (the ISO considers the type of building construction, the 
fire fighting capabilities of the Fire Department, and rates the 
adequacy of the alarm system/response system). Therefore, while 
the capability to deliver water is very important to the overall 
rating, a higher ISO rating may result if the fire department does 
not have the equipment or training required to secure a more 
favorable classification. It does not do any good from a rating 
classification perspective to oversize the water supply system 
without making similar improvements to other components which are 
considered in the rating system. 

It is my understanding that the purpose of the Squaw Creek 
Project is to address water supply shortcomings of a rural water 
system. The ISO has set a minimum fire flow capability of 500 gpm 
in order to be considered for a rating other than a 10 (which is 
the highest rating given by the ISO and is accompanied by higher 
fire insurance premiums). As part of this minimum, system storage 
should be able to meet fire flow requirements for a duration of two 
hours as well as accommodate peak daily demand. Typica~ly a 500 
gpm capacity for a rural setting will secure a more favorable 
rating if other components of the rating system are at a similar 
level of acceptability. However, if the existing distribution 
system piping is smaller than 6 inches in diameter, upsizing the 
water supply system to meet fire flows should not be done unless 
the end users are willing to pay for the improvements to both the 
supply system and distribution system. Because of the expense 



associated with upgrading the system which will result in higher 
user rates, many rural system request that the system be sized 
strictly on demand without consideration given to fire flows. In 
cases where the rural supply source is ground water and where 
system users do not opt for fire flow, section 9 of the WDEQ Rules 
and Regulations may be the more pertinent section for sizing water 
storage facilities. 

Attached hereto is a summary of Forsgren Associates fire flow 
delivery criteria and approach for the Bridger Valley Water Supply 
Study. I believe Mr. Kemp's approach to be on target. I also 
believe a similar approach may assist with determining the 
viability of upgrading existing facilities within the Squaw Creek 
system from a fire demand standpoint. 
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FORSGREN 
ASSOCIATES / P.A. Post·It'" brand fax transmittal memo 7671 r /I o. ~gH • Z 

T. II Frome. \a._~-€... ?<.t1r'l(.. <.. t~",.·,... K..."'--D 
Co. 

July 22. 1991 

Wyoming Water Development Commission 
122 West 25th Street 
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82002 

Att: Mr. Patrick Erger 

Ref: Bridger Valley Water Supply Level I Study 
Fire Flow Oelivery Criteria 

Dear Patrick: 

CO. 
e;..J ~O<:.... r-a~r«.-'-

Dept. IPh6n_1i 
., ~1 - (" 7 ~S'"' 

F.,." 1/1- ,.,,7 ~ ,. •• , 761- 6?1""~ 

This letter is to summarize our conversation and recommendations relative to fire flow criteria that 
will be used In the Bridger Valley Level I Study. Specifically, there will be six primary 
eonsiderations as follows: 

1) Public Preferences: Survey questionnaires have been distributed to determine 
specific area water needs, abifity and wil!lngness to pay, etc. These 
questionnaires Include a questJon relative to the Impon~nce of a "flre·protected
system. In areas where this is not fell to be irnportant to residents, fire protection 
wiD not be included with system recommendations. 

2) DEQ Requirements: Tho Department of Environmental Quality has specific 
reqUirements that must be adhered to for fire protected systems. Mlnimum pipe 
diametors will be e·inch. lines wrth hydrants mU$t b. generaJly looped except 
where short distances are Involved, etc. 

3) Ec:onom'c PnlIctfcaUty: In areas where the added cost of fIre protection exceeds 
the user's willingness or ability to pay, It wourd naturally be prudent to down size 
the system. This would be the case where, for example, long lengths of pipe are 
needed to serve just a few homes. 

4) Delivery Capacity: The Bridger Valley areas being considered can virtually all be 
classified as rural residential. It is our opinion that a 500 gpm delivery capacity 
is both reasonable and practical to serve these areas. 

5) Insuraneo S8vll'\gs! There could be significant fire Insurance savings to home 
owners if they are within five (sometimes six) miles of a qualmed firo station and 
If there Is adequate fire flow delivery oapacity to the respective homes. There is 
no significant insurance rate benefit. however, if only one of the two conditions is 
met. Nor is there a significant Insurance benefit from over-designing the water 
system. Also, some residents could benefit mOr~ than others (from an insurance 
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standpoint) depending on the location of their home, amount of coverage, and 
their insurance carrier. It should also be noted that the I.S.O. would have to 
reevaluate the area in order to chango fire protection ratings. 

For this project, we would suggest that Insurance rate savings be treated as a 
oooondClry bQnQfit not oQfoufatod in tho coonomiQ cnoly~i~. Tnia o.pprQCl~h ,"III 
eliminate the possibility of unrealistic expectations on the part of homeowners. 

6) Hydrant locatIon.: Crearly, fire hydrants should be located within clusters of 
homes to gain the maximum benefit. rn addition, intermediate hydrants will be 
considered as appropriate for filling pumper truCks in highly rural areas. 

Plea~a lei me know if ~ou have any questions or concerns about this approach. 

Sincara:y, 

A~/' · L C---...) 
/~ S:,#- 1/ 

... Clarence S. KemP. P.E. 
Project Engineer 



APPENDIX C 

HISTORY OF PAYMENTS FROM THE 
DISTRICT'S FARM LOAN DIVISION 



HISTORY OF DISBURSEMENTS ON JPA-93 

DISBURSEMENT II DA TE OF DISBURSEMENT 

#1 10-14-82 
#2 & 3 11-10-82 
#4 12-03-82 
115,6 & 7 01-27-83 
#8 02-09-83 
119 05-26-83 
#10 07-13-83 
# 11 07-22-83 
#12 10-07-83 
1113 12-05-83 
II 14 03-06-84 
#15 05-17-84 
#16 07-30-84 
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS 

AMOUNT RELINQUISHED PROJECT COMPLETE 

AMOUNT OF DISBURSEMENT 

35,724.59 
118,506.24 
47,451.31 
52,281.85 
20,157.34 

175.50 
18,760.30 

~99.00 
9,422.04 

318.50 
4,545.83 

20.00 
104.00 

$307,766.50 

233.50 



PAYMENT HISTORY 

PAYMENT DATE TOTAL INTEREST PRINCIPAL PRINCIPAL 
YEAR PAID PAID PAID PAID BALANCE 

1982 12-09-82 2,878.91 399.33 2,479.58 305,520.42 

1983 11-30-83 26,068.35 23,378.01 2,690.34 302,830.08 

1984 12-12-84 28,532.34 25,613.32 2,919.02 299,911.06 

1985 12-20-85 28,639.73 25,472.59 3,167.14 296,743.92 

1986 12-09-86 28,639.74 25,203.39 3,436.35 293,307.57 

05-29-87 RELINQUISHED PROJECT COMPLETE 233.50 293,074.07 

1987 11-28-87 28,650.24 24,911.30 3,738.91 289,335.13 

1988 11-23-88 28,659.58 24,593.48 4,066.10 285,269.03 

1989* 12-01-89 28,659.58 24,247.87 4,411.71 280,857.32 

1990* 12-01-90 28,659.58 23,872.87 4,786.71 276,070.61 



15.26.02 STATE OF WYOMING 01/18/91 
(FAMR6) DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC LANDS - FARM LOAN DIVISION 

* AMORTIZATION SCHEDULE FOR JPAI 93 * 
TERM-OF-LOAN (YRS): 30 INTEREST-RATE: 8.50 
TRANSFER-DATE: 0 LOAN-AMOUNT: 308000.00 
1ST-INSTALL-DATE: 821201 INSTALLMENT-AMOUNT: 28659.58 

PAYI YEAR PAYMENT INTEREST PRINCIPAL BALANCE 
------- -------- --------- -------

1 1982 2878.91 399.33 2479.58 305520.42 
2 1983 26068.35 23378.01 2690.34 302830.08 
3 1984 28532.34 25613.32 2919.02 299911.06 
4 1985 28639.73 25472.59 3167.14 296743.92 
5 1986 28639.74 25203.39 3436.35 293307.57 

RELINQUISHMENT PROJECT COMPLETE 233.50 293074.07 
6 1987 28650.24 24911.30 3738.91 289335.13 
7 1988 28659.58 24593.48 4066.10 285269.03 
8 1989 28659.58 24247.87 4411.71 280857.32 
9 1990 28659.58 23872.87 4786.71 276070.61 

10 1991 28659.58 23466.00 5193.58 270877.03 
11 1992 28659.58 23024.55 5635.03 265242.00 
12 1993 28659.58 22545.57 6114.01 259127.99 
13 1994 28659.58 22025.88 6633.70 252494.29 
14 1995 28659.58 21462.01 7197.57 245296.72 
15 1996 28659.58 20850.22 7809.36 237487.36 
16 1997 28659.58 20186.42 8473.16 229014.20 
17 1998 28659.58 19466.21 9193.37 219820.83 
18 1999 28659.58 18684.77 9974.81 209846.02 
19 2000 28659.58 17836.91 10822.67 199023.35 
20 2001 28659.58 16916.98 11742.60 187280.75 
21 2002 28659.58 15918.86 12740.72 174540.03 
22 2003 28659.58 14835.90 13823.68 160716.35 
23 2004 28659.58 13660.89 14998.69 145717.66 
24 2005 28659.58 12386.00 16273.58 129444.08 
25 2006 28659.58 11002.75 17656.83 111787.25 
26 2007 28659.58 9501.92 19157.66 92629.59 
27 2008 28659.58 7873.51 20786.07 71843.52 
28 2009 28659.58 6106.70 22552.88 49290.64 
29 2010 28659.58 4189.70 24469.88 24820.76 
30 2011 26930.52 2109.76 24820.76 .00 



APPENDIX D 

INCORPORATION PAPERS 
FOR 

SQUAW CREEK 



IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TETON COUNTY, WYOMING 

NINTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 

Docket No. 14916 
IN THE MATTER OF THE 
ORGANIZATION OF SQUAW 
CREEK WATER DISTRICT 

) 
) 
) 

FINDINGS AND ORDER 

The election in the organization of Squaw Creek Water 

District being had on January 4, 1982 pursuant to this 

Court's Order filed herein November 19, 1982 , and 

the Court being fully advised in the premises, 

THE COURT FINDS: 

1. That the election for the district was held according 

to law and that a majority of the votes cast in said election 

were in favor of the organization. 

2. That the district be, and the same is hereby considered 

organized pursuant to law to be known as Squaw Creek Water 

Distxict. 

3. That the first Board of Directors, namely, Constance 

Dembrowski , Victor Gerdin 
~~~~~~---------

Robert Gallas 

George Hunte~r~ ____________ , and Dick Shuptrine are designated 

elected. 

4. That this Order be deemed final and no petition in 

error and no other appeal shall lie therefrom. 

5. That two copies each of this Order by transmitted forth

with to the Secretary of State of the State of Wyoming and to 

the County Clerk and Ex-Officio Recorder of Deeds in and for 
- lLJ this ceounty. ~ 

t-
~NE ~~PEN COURT at Jackson, Wyoming, this I~ day 

~ ~:c -z.La-

o~ ~ ,19$;2. 
(.') >- Cl 

~ 0::: ~hj 
cc 0:: 
x: (.) 
'" L&J c:c en .. 

F I LED 



APPENDIX E 

SAMPLE COVENANTS 



DECLARATION AND ESTABLISHMENT OF CONDITIONS, 
RESERVATIO.NS AND RESTRICTIONS 

FOR PORCUPI:-.rE PROPERTIES 

Hugh G. Soest and Donna Marie Soest, d/b/a Porcupine Properties, being 
the owners of all of the following-described premises, situate within the County of 
Teton, State of \Vyoming, to-wit: 

Township 40 North, Range 116 West, 6th P. M., Section 
:3 5: S 1/2N \V 1/4 N"VV 1/4; NE 1/4 NW 1/4; NW 1/4 N E 1/4; S\\i 1/4 NW 1/4; 
and SE1/4NWl/4 

have established a general plan for the improvement and development of such 
premises, and do hereby establish the covenants, conditions, reservations, and 
restrictions upon which and subject to which all parcels, lots, and portions of such 
lots or other parcels in said property shalt be improved or sold and conveyed by 
them as owners thereof. 

The restrictions and covenants hereinafter set out shall run with the land 
and shall be binding upon all parties and all persons owning or hereafter acquiring 
lots or parcEls in Porcupine Properties or any interests or estate therein. 

If the owners of such lots or tracts or any of them, or their heirs or assigns, 
shall violate any of the covenants hereinafter set out, it shall be lawful for any 
other person owning real property situate in such subdivision to prosecute any 
proceedings at law or in equity against the person or persons violating any of such 
covenants and either to prevent them from so doing or to recover damages for such 
violation, or both. 

Invalidation of any of these covenants by judgment or court order shall in 
no wise affect any of the other provisions. which shall remain in full force and effect. 

A. GENERAL 

1. Residential Use. The premises may be used only for a single-family 
res idence with the usual outbuildings, including one gues t house, and one barn to 
be used solely for the purpose of maintaining horses. 

The premises may be used for a studio, workshop, for artistic pursuits, 
recreational and such other endeavors not requiring ac~"·to the premises by the 
general public nor requiring the employment of labor other than the owner. But 
no other manufacturing or commercial enterprise shall be maintained upon the 
premises. 

2. Nuisances. No owner shall do or permit to be done any act upon the 
premises which is, may be, or may become a nuisance. 

3. Occupancy of Guest House. Rental of any guest house is prohibited, 
occupancy thereof being limited to either guests or employees or servants. 

4. Permitted Structures: Density. Each four and one-half acre parcel 
of the premises may have erected thereon the following structures: 

(a) One single- family residence, not exceeding two stories in height; 

(b) One single-family guest house, not exceeding one story in height, 
as approved by the Site Committe.:!; 

(c) One barn to be used solely for the purpose of maintaining horses; 

(d) Such buildings as are incidental to ranch use and approved by the 
Site Committee. 

No trailer, tent, shack, or temporary building shall be erected on the 
premises. No basement or temporary structure on the premises may be occupied 
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as a residencc. No temporary house, temporary dwelling, temporary garage, 
temporary outbuilding, trailer house, or other temporary structure shall be 
erected or placed on any lot unless approved in writing by the Sitc Committee. 

No garage or other outbuilding shall be placed, erected, or maintained 
upon any part of such premises except for use in connection with a residence 
already constructed or under construction at the time that such garage or other 
ontbuilding is placed or erected upon the property. 

5. Construction Requirements. All buildings and fences constructed 
on the premises shall conforln to a western design in character and architecture. 
No buildings may be erected, altered, placed, or permitted to remain on the 
prelnises other than those specified in paragraph 4 above. 

All construction and alteration shall comply with all local and state code 
requirements as well as the requirements of the Uniform Building Code, National 
Plumbing Code, and National Electrical Code, and official amendments thereto. 

6. Subdivision. No lot or tract of land as conveyed by Porcupine 
Properties shall be subdivided into trac ts of less than four and one-half acres, 
nor may any tracts be subdivided without the approval of the Site Committee. 

7. Utility Lines. All electrical service lines, telephone lines, and 
television ·:ables shall be placed undergr()und, and no outside electrical lines 
may be placed overhead. No exposed or exterior radio or television trans
mission or receiver antennas shall be erected or placed on any part of such 
tJremises, but this restriction may be waived by the Site Committee. Any 
waiver of these restrictions shall not constitute a waiver as to other lots or 
lin~s or antennas. All pipelines must be buried. 

8. Tanks. Etc. All tanks provided for use in connection with any 
residence or other structure on such premises, including tanks for storage 
of fuels. must be buried underground. Utilities for a guest house located on 
the premises shall utilize the utility meters servicing the main residence 
cons truc ted on the premises. 

All clotheslines, garbage cans, equipment, coolers. and wood piles 
shall be concealed from the view of neighboring premises or roads. Plans 
for all enclosures of this nature must be approved by the Site Committee prior 
to construction. 

9. Signs. No signs, billboards, or advertisi.ng structures of any 
character shall be erected, placed, permitted, or maintained on the premises 
unless the siz.e. form. and number of same are first approved in writing by the 
Site Committee and except as is reasonably necessary for the identifying of the 
residence or reasonably necessary for the sale or lease of the property. 

10. \r.'ater System. Each structure designed for occupancy or use 
by human beings s!lall be connected to a private water system at the owner's 
expense. and such \\Oater system shall conform to the standards applicable 
for the area. including. without being limited to the Wyoming State Public 
Health Department. and the sp~c ification and plans must be submitted to the 
Site Committee for written approval prior to installation. 

11. \Vaste Disposal. Until a sewage treatment plant shall be provided. 
a waste disposal system shall be placed on each tract or lot by the property 
owner in accordance with tre requirements of the Public Health Department 
having jurisdiction over the premises. The plans and specifications for such 
waste disposal system shall be submitted to the Site Committee for written 
approval prior to installation. A guest hOLlse shall utilize the same waste 
disposal system as the private residence constructed upon such premises. 
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When and if a sewage treatment plant and coHec tion system for the 
service of the premises is provided, it shall be used as the sole means of 
:-:;ewage disposal for such premises. 

12. Assessment for Maintenance of the Main Road. Each grantee 
covenants and agrees to pay annually his p~orata share of the cost to maintain 
the main road servicing the subdivision as provided on the plat. Such annual 
assessment shall be established by the Site Committee. Grantee's assessment 
in this regard shall be paid promptly and in the event of grantee's failure to 
pay same promptly when due shall constitute a lien upon the premises, and 
saIne may be enforced in equity as in the case of any lien foreclosure. Such 
annual assessment shall accrue to the benefit of and may be enforced jointly 
and severally by the other property owners in the Porcupine Properties. At 
such time as any public body shall undertake to maintain said road, this 
covenant shall cease .. terminate .. and be held for naught. 

13. Excavation and Mining. No excavation for stone .. gravel, or 
earth shall be made on the premises, except as is necessary in connection 
with the development or improvement of the premises. No substantial 
changes in the elevations of the land shall be made on the premises. No 
quarrying or mining operations of any kind shall be permitted upon any lot 
or tract, nor shall any oil, natural gas, petroleum, asphalt, or hydrocarbon 
product or minerals of any kind be produced or extracted from any part of 
the premises. 

14. Maintenance. All of the premises and improvements thereon 
shall be maintained in good repair and sightly condition. No lot or trac t 
shall be used in whole or in part for the storage of rubbish of any character 
whatsoever, nor for the storage of any property or thing that will cause such 
premises to appear in an unclean or untidy condition or that will be obnoxious 
to the eyes, nor shall any substance, thing, or material be kept upon any lot 
that will emit foul or obnoxious odors, or that will cause any noise that will 
or might disturb the peace, quiet, comfort, or serenity of the occupants of 
the surrounding property. 

15. Time for Construction. When the construction of any building 
is once begun, .. "ork thereon must be prosecuted diligently and must be com
pleted within two years from the start thereof. No building shall be occupied 
during construction. 

16. Restriction as to Fence Construction. Plans and specifications 
for the construction of fences shall be approved in writing by the Site Committee. 

17. Native Growth. The native growth of the premises may not be 
destroyed or removed, except as approved in writing by the Site Committee. 
In the event the native growth is removed without such approval, the Site 
Comnlittee may require the replanting or replacement of same, the cost 
thereof to be borne by the owner of the lot or parcel. 

Improvements or construction which produce scarring of the land
scape shall be seeded and suitably planted to restore the natural growth to 
its former condition. 

18. Approval of Plans and Specifications. No building, fence, or 
other structure shall be erected, altered, placed, or permitted to remain 
upon the said premises unless and until the plans and specifications therefor 
have been approved in writing by the Site Committee as to the materials, as 
to harmony of external design with existing structures, and as to location 
with respec t to topography and finish grade elevation. Each such building, 
fence, or structure shall be placed on the premises only in accordance with 
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the plans and specifications so approved. Refusal of approval of plans and 
specifications by the Site Committee may be based on any ground, including 
purely aesthetic grounds, which in the sole and uncontrolled discretion of the 
Site Committee shall seem sufficient. No alteration in the exterior appearance 
of the> huilding or structure shall be made without like approval. Any decision of 
the Sit..:- Committee made in good faith shall be final and incontestable. 

1 tA. Remedies for Viol::ttions. For a violation or a breach of any of 
these regen'ations a~1c1 restrictions by any person claiming by, through, or 
under the Porcupine Proper-ties. or by virtue of any judicial proceedings, the 
Porcupine Properties, and the lot owners, or any of them severally, shall 
have the right to proceed at law or in equity to compel a compliance with 
the terms thereof or to prevent the violation or breach of any of them. In 
addition to the foregoing right. the Porcupine Properties shall have the right. 
'.vhene\'er there shall have been built on any lot any structure which is in 
violation of these restrictions, to .enter upon the property where such violation 
of these reservations and restrictions exists and summarily abate or remove 
the snme at the expense of the owner, and any such entry and abatement or 
removal shall not be deemed to be a trespas~. The faill're promptly to enforce 
any of the reservations and restrictions shall not bar their enforcement. The 
invalidation of anyone or more of the reservations and restrictions by any 
court of competent jurisdiction in no wise shall affect any of the other 
reservations and restrictions, but they shall remain in full force and effect. 

B. SITE COMMITTEE 

20. Authority. The Site Committee hereinafter constituted shall 
have the duty and authority to approve plans and specifications including plat 
plans as being in confo.cmity with the terms and conditions of these restrictive 
covenants and to issue building permits therefor; to grant variances of and 
make substitutions for building codes as provided herein and authorize variances 
of the terms hereof v.:here necessary and not injurious to t~e rest of the addition; 
authorize waste disposal systems; authorize water systems; authorize the 
construction of fences; access road maintenance charges and to act and get 
t!1eir approval as may be otherwise set fort~ in these restrictive covenants 
and to enforce the terms hereof by appropriate legal action. A building permit 
granted by the Site Committee shall be conclusive evidence of the compliance 
of the terms hereof for the cons truc tion of improvements or alterations and 
use authoriz~d by the permit. The Site Committee and the members thereof 
shall not be liable for the performance or lack of performance under this 
instrument and 2.ny amendments or modifications of the same. 

21. Consideration of Plans and Spec ifications. The Site Committee 
may require, among other- things, the following information to be submitted to 
it and drawn to scale and showing: 

Incoming water lines and outgoing waste disposal lines. 

Elevations of finished floors from grade. 

Siting speCifications and details of application with color and 
type of fiuish. 

Roof specifications and details. 

Driveway approach and provisions for parking. 

Details of roof gable and eave overhangs. 

Surface drainage. 

Elevation drawings of proposed co"nstruction. 
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In passing upon :;W::!l plans and specifications. the Site Committee shall 
consider the suitability of the improvements. the materials of which it is being 
constructed. the colors to be used. the site upon wh,ich it is located. the nature 
of the adjacent and neig~lhoring improvements. the quality of the material to 
be llsed in any proposed improvement, the effec t of any pl'opo:3cd improvement 
in the outlook of any adjacent and neighboring property ()!' improvement; if 
being the objec ti ve u1' the Site Committee to make cel' ta in that no improvement 
is so similal' Ot· dissimilar to others in the neighborhood tilat values. monetary 
or aesthetic, will be impaired. Tile Site CommittE::e shall also be the sole 
judge of "set back" requirement.s. 

22. IVlembership. The Site Committee shall be composed of three 
members, and the initial members shall be Hugh G. Soest, Donna :\larie Soest, 
and Susan Soest. Members shall serve for a sb: year term except that the 
initial membE::rs shall serve foe a tv,;o, four and a six year term, to be deter
mined by them. Vacancies in the committee caused by death. resignation or
inability to ac t shall be filled by the remaining members of the committee. 

23. Elections. Members of the Site Committee, upon expiration 
of their term, shall be elected by the record owners of all of the lots or tracts 
at a meeting thereof, the date and place of which shall be established by the 
Site Committee. Each record owner of a lot or trac t shall be entitled tu one 
vote for- each lot or tract owned by him. A Site Committee member must be 
elected by a majority of the votes cast. 

24. Delegation of Authority. The Site Committee may appoint from 
time to time a representative or representatives to carry out the minis terial 
acts of the committee. 

C. MISCELLANEOUS 

25. Amendments and :Ylodifications. The covenants and conditions 
hereof may be amended or modified at any time by the written consent of the 
then record owners of 75% or more of the land, said \vritten consent to be 
filed in the same manner with the County Clerk and Ex-Officio Recorder of 
Deeds in and for Teton Connty as the instant declaration has been filee!. 

26. Validity. Involidation of anyone or more of the covenants or 
conditions hereof shall not affect in any manner the other provisions hereof 
which shall remain in fLlll force and effect. 

27. IIeodings. The headings used herein are for convenience only 
and are not to be used in construing tbe meaning of this declaration of restric
tive covenants. 

28. Binding Effect. These covenants are binding upon the parties 
and their heirs, adminis tra tors, execll tors. SllCC essors and ass igns. 

Any deed, lease, conveyance or contract made in violation of this 
declaration shall be void and may be set aside on petition of one or more of 
the parties hereto, and all successurs in interest, heirs, executors, admin
istrators or ass igns shall be deemed parties to the same effec t as the original 
signers; and when such conveyance or other instrument is set aside by decree 
of the court, all costs and all expenses of such proceedings shall be taxed 
against the grantor or grantors and shall be declared by the court to constitute 
a lien against the real estate £0 wrongfully deeded, sold, leased or conveyed 
until paid, and such lien may be enfor-ced in such manner as the court may order. 

This declaration constitutes a mutual convenant running with the land. 
and all successive future owners shall have the same right to invoke and enforce 
its provisions as original signers hereto. 
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PORCUPINE PROPERTIES 

By '?Z~\. 7~ ~(~( 
I Hugt:LG. Soest 

,/ 
/ ' 

By J~/ 1/ ';, /,,7!1}.,u:: __ , ,"J))( ---Donna Marie Soest 

STATE OF WYOMING 
55. 

COUNTY OF TETON 

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me by Hugh G. 

Soest and Donna Marie Soest, husband and wife, thi~ day of~JJl=-;-

1976. 

" .... ',:\',:',,'<.:.Witness my hand and official se\=~~ 
.') \ ,1.1 ", \ ~_ 

' .. ' (S'e~l) 1 : ----j 
,'. -;-;. ~ } ~\'" .. / ,. ~N-o-t \--y-P=u~b~l~iC---+-+-----

. ';>' t;'J'ii'(:;>My commission expires: C..o~ N-""}¥ 
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APPENDIX F 

WATER QUALITY FIELD PARAMETERS 



APPENDIX F. WATER QUALITY FIELD PARAMETERS 

District LA #1 NE,SW 6/18/91 0835 7.39 305 7.3 2 gpm 
S Sec. 35 

Weeks LA #2 NW,SE 6/18/91 1007 8.70 210 11.6 2 gpm 
Well Sec. 35 

LA #3 SE,NE 6/18/91 1040 7.58 270 6.1 1.5 gpm 
Sec. 35 

Game Creek LA #4 NW,NW 6/18/91 1655 7.66 358 10.5 1 gpm 
Ranch S rin Sec. 35 

Game SW,WE 6/14/91 1605 8.6 580 18.5 2 cfs 
Creek Sec. 26 



APPENDIX G 

WATER QUALITY DATA 



ENERgy 
ENERGY LABORATORIES, INC. LABORATORIES 
254 NORTH CENTER· CASPER, WY 82602· PHONE (307) 235-0515 

DRINKI~ WATER ANALYSIS RllDRT - LIDS'IONE & ANDERSON 

Sample I .D. : LA-1 LA-2 LA-3 LA-4 

Sample Date: 06-18-91 06-18-91 06-18-91 06-18-91 Det.Limit 
Report Date: 07-09-91 07-09-91 07-09-91 07-09-91 & Range 
Sampl e Number: 91-19660 91-19661 91-19662 91-19663 

MAJOR IONS mg/l: 
Ca 71.0 5.0 67.0 66.0 0.05 

~ 18.0 <1.0 12.0 18.0 0.01 
8.0 62.0 8.0 12.0 0.05 

K <1.0 <1.0 <1.0 <1.0 0.10 
C03 a 1.6 0 a 0.10 
HC03 299 135 274 283 0.10 
S04 14.7 10.6 7.0 13.0 0.50 
Cl 5.5 8.5 2.7 12.8 0.10 
NH4 eN) 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 
N02 (N) <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.01 
N03 (N) 1.10 0.40 0.35 1.56 0.01 
F 0.16 7.2 0.14 0.21 0.10 
Si02 19.9 14.8 17.1 32.1 1.00 
IDS @ 180 C 292 180 245 288 1.0 
Cond (umho/cm) 529 312 465 521 1.0 
Alk-CaC03 246 113 226 233 0.1 
pH (units) 7.61 8.32 7.78 7.81 1-14 

SAR 0.22 7.63 0.24 0.34 
RSC 0 2.01 0.17 0 

TRACE ME:rALS mg/l: 
Al <0.10 <0.10 <0.10 0.12 0.10 
Ag <0.005 <0.005 <0.005 <0.005 0.005 
AS <0.001 0.010 <0. 001 0.004 0.001 
Po 0.23 <0.10 0.29 0.18 0.10 
B <0.10 <0.10 <0.10 <0.10 0.10 
Cd (0.01 (0.01 <0.01 (0.01 0.01 
Cr <0.05 <0.05 (0.05 <0.05 0.05 
Cu <0.01 (0.01 <0.01 (0.01 0.01 
Fe <0.05 0.18 <0.05 0.11 0.05 
Pb <0.05 (0.05 <0.05 (0.05 0.05 
Mn <0.01 0.03 <0.01 0.03 0.01 

Wo (0.001 <0.001 (0.001 <0.001 0.001 
<0.10 <0.10 <0.10 (0.10 0.10 

Ni <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 0.05 
Se <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.001 
V <0.10 <0.10 <0.10 (0.10 0.10 
Zn 0.01 0.08 0.01 0.01 0.01 

RADIOMETRIC pCi/l: 
0.0003 U (~/l) 

Ra22 0.7 0.2 
Ra Prec. +/- 0.3 
Gross Alpha <1.0 
Gross Alpha Prec. +/-

~l;. DATA: 
5.45 3.13 4.75 5.39 lon meq: 

Cation meq: 5.49 3.13 4.79 5.42 
A/C Balance: 0.993 1.001 0.991 0.995 0.95-1.05 
WIDEn A/C Ba1.% 0.36 -0.06 0.45 0.24 -5 - +5 
Calc TDS ~/1: 293 182 254 304 
TDS A/C Po : 0.995 0.989 0.964 0.946 0.90-1.10 

~MANAGER:Q·Q·~ ,'o~){.K. 
Y LAOORATORIE3, INC. 

Casper. WY 82601 

ANALYTICAL SERVICES - WATER, SOIL, PETROLEUM, COAL 



Western Atlas 
International 

A Lonon/Or_ Company 

CORE LABORATORIES 

910730 

.FOIr 
.. : .... : .. : .... '." :- .... : . ..... . - . . "'" .. . 
. -.- .. ..' 
... . . 

'CREEK WATER'DISTRICT 
DICK SHUPTRINE 
P.O. BOX #1954 

JACKSON, WY 83001 

05/17/91 

The a"alyses. opInIons or In:eroretat.ons ;:onI31'1eo:" tn,s repon are baseo upo" oCS"'valIO"'~ and ·-nawr:ai supplteo oy me cl,e"! lor wnose exrlus·.o;, :;"0 CO"!'Clenllal use- tt',s I~DOr: ~.s ::ee"" 
made The tnterpretallons or oo,,,,ons e.pressed 'eprest'nt :ne besl lu0geme"t o· Core Lat'o'ato',es C<'re !..JOcratoroes assu"'es "0 '''500'15,1)''';'" :''''= ~al<e:: "0 warranly or represen:al'O"S 
e .• press or ,mplled. as to tne prOductlVI'Y proper Operat.ons. or prof.lable"eSS '10we"er Of anv 0'; ga~. CC'3i or Olfler mIneraI, DrOpe'l/ ..... ell 0' 'ian..: in C':;>""eCI'O" w.m .... r!ll::n suen . epO!! is ;..sed :. 
relted upo" for any reason wnalsot!'/e' 



'.'l Western Atlas 
International 

A llC1OftlOrwsMr ~ 

CORE LABORATORIES 

CORE LABORATORIES 

VOC Sample Information Form 

Please complete the following information for each sampling site: 

PWSID # 

Name of Water System ~~~~~.J~%~.~_._~_~~~~~_~_k~~_\~·~~~~-_~~\~_~\~~~_~~I_~~~~ 
System Address (C~6 ~, ()~l~u9 R~ (wp~J ~'-Jx \<\~~ tP.a.~ 

City, state, ZIP 3;,J<..,<;.u,,-, l L~yo %"\00\ 

System Daytime Phone # ""Sa J -, ~ ~ - ~ \ 89 OJ b ~ 11 

Sample Number Date Collected ~ I d. d. I q , 

Sample Location ~! ~ 4.-.J WI. W ... \<.n. ~<\ Cbe:; C.d\ ~ .. ") 
Source Name S~V~~\"'Q.. ~ ~~~<L ~:\5:r 
Collected By -b<c.\, ~¥~ 
Comments: 

~~~4~ ~ 
<;\-.~ft'-~ r..,{~ ~ 

1300 South Potomac Street. SUite 130. Aurora. ColoradO 80012-4526. (303) 751·1780. Fax (303) 751·1784 



VVestern Atlas 
International 

A. l.IIQn/Otesset Company 

LAB 0 RAT 0 R Y T EST S 
05/17/91 

JOB NUMBER: 910730 CUSTOMER: SQUAW CREEK WATER DISTRICT 

CLIENT 1.0 ••••••••• : SQUAW CREEK WATER OIST. 
DATE SAMPLED ••••••• : 04/22/91 
TIME SAMPLED .•••••• : 09:00 
WORK DESCRIPTION ••• : SHUPTRINE HOUSE WATER TAP 

TEST DESCRIPTION FINAL RESULT 

NON REGULATED VOC'S 

Brornobenzene NO 
Bromochloromethane NO 
Bromodichloromethane NO 
Bromoform NO 
B romome thane NO 
n-Butylbenzene NO 
sec-Butyl benzene NO 
tert-Butylbenzene NO 
Chlorobenzene NO 
Chloroethane NO 
Chloroform NO 
Chloromethane NO 
o-Chlorotoluene NO 
p-Chlorotoluene NO 
o ibromochloromethane NO 
Dibromomethane NO 
1, 2-Dichlorobenzene NO 
1,3·0ichlorobenzene NO 
Dichlorodifluoromethane NO 
1,1-Dichloroethane NO 
cis-1,2-0ichloroethene NO 
trans-1,2-0ichloroethene NO 
Dichloromethane NO 
1,2-0ichloropropane NO 
1,3-Dichloropropane NO 
2,2-0ichloropropane NO 
1,1-Dichloropropene NO 
cis-1,3-0ichloropropene NO 
trans-1,3-0ichloropropene NO 
Ethyl Benzene NO 
Fluorotrichloromethane NO 
Hexachlorobutadiene NO 
Isopropylbenzene NO 
p-Isopropyltoluene NO 
Naphthalene NO 
n-Propylbenzene NO 
Styrene NO 
1,1,1,2-Tetrachlorethane NO 
1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane NO 
Tetrachloroethene NO 
Toluene NO 
1,2,3-Trichlorobenzene NO 
1,2,4-Trichlorobenzene NO 

APPROVED BY: f~_/7 0.7'/0 L 41/A 
// /' 

" I. 

LIMITS/*DILUTION 

*1 

0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 

PAGE:1 

CORE LABORATORIES 

RES U L T S 

ATTN: DICK SHUPTRINE 

LABORATORY 1.0 ••• : 910730-0001 
DATE RECEIVED •••• : 04/25/91 
TIME RECEIVED •••• ! 10:15 
REMARKS •••••••••• : 

UNITS OF MEASURE TEST METHOO 

524.2 (7) 

ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 

DATE 

05/06/91 

1300 s. Potomac St., Sui te 130 
Aurora, CO 80012 
(303) 7S 1 - 1780 

T'1e analyses, opin,ons or inlerpre'a:'or.s ,:~":a'neo In thiS report are Oasec uoon JPServdt.on;; ara ""'<I!,'(I,l' s'~op;,~a oy lne cI'e"! ',;. wnos<, e '.:" .. :;",e <1"0 con:'dent,al use :nlS repor r ha" :leen 

made Tr-e Interpretations 0' OO',,·ons e.::vessed 'eoresen! ''Ie best I~dc;e"'e"! o! Cere laOc'a:o".~s C~'re LdoorJtor,es ass'J""es ~o 'eSClGl's,t",:·", ,;,r'o ,".a"es no waffar:y or represen,a"ons 
e'(oress Ot ,mot'ed. as!o the PfOOUC:'VI1y :)"ooe' operations. or O'ofltaoi~"ess n()....,€"·v~r 0' Mf"\',' ,:);1 ~as. I:Od! 0f J!!·'l(~r !""",'ne~ai ~'CPt;4 ...... ~i! 0' 3ar.~1 ";': .:,flr.~':. !·on ~/'!" wh.ICh SUCh report's useo o~ 
'e!.~a 'Joon !or any reason wnatSoe'i~' 

TECH~ 

PCM 



Western Atlas 
International 

A lJftonler- ComQany 

LAB eRA T e R Y T EST S 
05/17/91 

JOB NUMBER: 910730 .: ... CUST~ER: . SQUAW· CREEK WATER· 0 I STR I CT 

CLIENT 1.0 ••••••••• : SQUAW CREEK WATER OIST. 
OATE SAMPLED ••••••• : 04/22/91 
TIME SAMPLED ••.•••• : 09:00 
~RK DESCRIPTION ••• : SHUPTRINE HOUSE WATER TAP 

CORE LABORATORIES 

:: 

RES U L T S 

ATTN:· DICK SHUPTRINE 

LABORATORY 1.0 •.. : 910730-0001 
DATE RECEIVED •••• : 04/25/91 
TIME RECEIVED •••• : 10:15 
REMARKS •••••••••• : 

TEST DESCRIPTION •. < 
':< .. :.}< 

.'::,}.. • ... 

.. 

.:.··1.1M I TS/*O I LUT I ON UNITS 6F~EASURE TEST METHcXl .. ..... . DAT~:: 
.... 

FINAL RESULT 

1,1,2-Trichloroethane 
1,2,4-Trimethylbenzene 
1,3,5-Trimethylbenzene 
1,2,3-Trichloropropane 
Xylenes 

REGULATED vec's 

Benzene 
Carbon tetrachloride 
1,4-Dichlorobenzene 
1,2-Dichloroethane 
1,1-0ichloroethene 
1,1,1-Trichloroethane 
Trichloroethene 
Vinyl chloride 

NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 

NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 

v ., 

0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
O.S 

*1 

0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
O.S 
0.5 

PAGE:2 

ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 

ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
U9/L 

.' .... : ........... . 

524.2 (7) 05/06/91 

1300 S. Potomac St., Suite 130 
Aurora, CO 80012 
(303) 751-1780 

The analyses. opinions or Interp'etatlons contained ,n tn,s report are oas~c upon oOserval,ons ana mate"al supplreo Oy the cile"1 'or ""nose exc'us.·,e an(J CQnfloent;ai use In,s report r.as ceen 
made The ,nterp'etations or OP,n,ons expressed represent the Oest !uo~ement 01 Core Laco'alolies Core LaOoratofies assumes ~·o respons.Orilly ana makes"o warranty or represent,:l/I'Ofh 
express or Implied. as 10 the prOduct'\/lly. ploper operations. or plofrlaoter>ess however of a"'y 001. gas coal or other minerai p'ope'!y. well or sand.n connectron w,l" wrllcn suc~ <epon IS used 0' 
rehed upon lor any reason wnalsoever 

TECHN 

PCM 



VVestern Atlas 
International 

'" L,non I D<esse< Comc::any 

LAB 0 RAT 0 R Y T EST S 
05/17/91 

JOB NUMBER: 910730 CUSTOMER: SQUAW CREEK WATER DISTRICT 

CLIENT 1.0 ••••••••• : SQUAW CREEK WATER OIST. 
DATE SAMPLED ••••••• : / / 
TIME SAMPLED .•••... : : 
WORK DESCRIPTION ••• : TRIP BLANK 

CORE LABORATORIES 

RES U L T S 

ATTN: DICK SHUPTRINE 

LABORATORY 1.0 ••• : 910730-0002 
DATE RECEIVED •••• : 04/25/91 
TIME RECEIVED •.•• : 10:15 
REMARKS •••••••••• : 

TEST DESCRIPTION FINAL RESULT LIMITS/*DILUTION UNITS OF MEASURE TEST METHOO DATE 

NONREGUlATED VQC'S 

Bromobenzene 
Bromochloromethane 
Bromodichloromethane 
Bromoform 
Bromomethane 
n-Butylbenzene 
sec-Butyl benzene 
tert-Butylbenzene 
Chlorobenzene 
Chloroethane 
Chloroform 
Chloromethane 
o-Chlorotoluene 
p-Chlorotoluene 
Dibromochloromethane 
Dibromomethane 
1,2-Dichlorobenzene 
1,3-Dichlorobenzene 
Dichlorodifluoromethane 
1,1-0ichloroethane 
cis-1,2-0ichloroethene 
trans-1,2-0ichloroethene 
Oichloromethane 
1,2-0ichloropropane 
1,3-0ichloropropane 
2,2-0ichloropropane 
1,1-0ichloropropene 
cis-1,3-0ichloropropene 
trans-1,3-0ichloropropene 
Ethyl Benzene 
Fluorotrichloromethane 
Hexachlorobutadiene 
Isopropylbenzene 
p-Isopropyltoluene 
Naphthalene 
n-Propylbenzene 
Styrene 
1,1,1,2-Tetrachlorethane 
1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane 
Tetrachloroethene 
Toluene 
1,2,3-Trichlorobenzene 
1,2,4-Trichlorobenzene 

NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 

*1 

0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 

APPROVED By:_£_~ ____ ~-=-=,---_----..c::1--t--._--YZ_~/tL""'"iLF-~./'l~/ ..... _A~ __ 
1', I /I A 

.. / v'-
PAGE:3 

ug/L 
ug/l 
ug/l 
ug/l 
ug/L 
ug/l 
ug/L 
ug/l 
ug/l 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/l 
ug/l 
ug/L 
ug/l 
ug/l 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/l 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/l 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
'ug/l 
ug/L 
ug/l 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 

524.2 (7) 05/06/91 

1300 S. Potomac St., Suite 130 
Aurora, CO 80012 
(303) 751-1780 

Tne analyses, opinions 0' In!erOrelatlo"s contained in trll5 report are oased upon Obser"atlcns and material supplied by tl'e :'Ie"! ':- 'N"'ose exCi'-Js,ve anc confidential use tnls repor! nas been 
maoe The Interpretations or OP''''O''S e.pressed leprese"! Ine best "Joge"'e"t ot Co'e ~abC'a!Or,es COre Lacoratones ass'~""es ~:: -espCI'S'blhty a~d makes no warranty or reOreSenlahons 
e-oress or I,"Olleo. as i:) !~e =":::;,~C"V'~'i ~~ccer ooe'at·or'ls. or orc r ';:10;e- r ,tlSS ~cwe ..... e( o! (1""~ 0' Gas ':oa! ·)r O!f"!~t ~~Inera; :~G:le(' ... -,ell cr saf'lC''''t ~or'lf"leC!jO~ 'Nftn wt'ucn SUCh report is useo or 
'e;'eo upon tOt ;f:I1..,. f~a~o'~ ·•• .. ~:1·--:0t:, .... ~j 

TECHN 

PCM 



Western Atlas 
International 

A LIIIOn I Qresse. Company 

LAB 0 RAT 0 R Y T EST S 
05/17/91 

JOB NUMBER: 910730 CUST~ER: SQUAW CREEK WATER DISTRICT 

CLIENT 1.0 ••..••••• : SQUAW CREEK WATER DIST. 
DATE SAMPLED ••••••• : / / 
TIME SAMPLED ••••••• : : 
WORK DESCRIPTION ••• : TRIP BLANK 

TEST DESCRIPTION FINAL RESULT 

l,l,2-Trichloroethane NO 
1,2,4'Trimethylbenzene NO 
,,3,s-Trimethylbenzene NO 
l,2,3-Trichloropropane NO 
Xylenes NO 

REGULATED VOC'S 

Benzene NO 
Carbon tetrachloride NO 
1,4-0ichlorobenzene NO 
1,2-0ichloroethane NO 
1,1-Dichloroethene NO 
1,1,l-Trichloroethane NO 
Trichloroethene NO 
Vinyl chloride NO 

v 

LIMITS/*DILUTION 

0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 

*1 

0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
O.S 

vv-
PAGE.4 

CORE LABORATORIES 

RES U L T S 

UNITS OF 

ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 

ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 
ug/L 

ATTN: DICK SHUPTRINE 

LABORATORY 1.0 •.. : 910730-0002 
DATE RECEIVED .... : 04/25/91 
TIME RECEIVED .... : 10:15 
REMARKS .••••..... : 

MEASURE TEST METHOO DATE 

524.2 (7) 05/06/91 

1300 S. Potomac St., Suite 130 
Aurora, CO 80012 
(303) 751-1780 

Tne analyses OP,n,ons Of Interprelat,ons ::onlalneClIn ;!'1iS repon are oas~c \;;l,Jr ;:;;;rva(IO~5 anC maler,al supPil~C 0'( r~e eile": 'or ","ose ~,<C"~S'''~ anc conflaenl'al use tn,s 'eoon ~as oee" 
""ace Tne InlefprelaltOnS or opInIons e_preSSed repreSer.l lne best Juc<;e"'1~"~ c· Cere L300'a!or:es Core LJboraIO"~S assu""es no 'e500"5'0"'11 ,,"':: ~;,.e~ no .... arranly or reor;;!se":a;'o"s 
express or ,mphed, as 10 (he prOdUCllv,ty orope' operatIons. or prOfolaOieress ro .... e .. e· 0' an~ Oli gas .:oa' or Olner ",'''eral. prOOer!', ..,ell or S3f'C ,I' connec' en ",/lIn ",h'C'" 51.:CI': 'e::0'! 's useo or 
relied ucon tor a"y reason wnalsoevc' 

TECHN 

PCM 



Colorado Department of Health - Drinking Water Program 

REPORTING FORM FOR 
VOLATILE SYNTHETIC ORGANIC CHEMICAL (VOC) ANALYSES 

PWS ID NUMBER: 

NAME OF WATER SYSTEM: 
Squaw Creek Water District 

SYSTEM ADDRESS .. 
1030 S. Park Loop Rd. P.o. Box 1954 

CITY, STATE, ZIP: Jackson, Wyoming 83001 

SYSTEM DAYTIME PHONE #: ( 307 ) 733-3189 

SAJ.1PLE NUMBER: 910730-1 DATE RECEIVED BY LAB: 04-25-91 

DATE SAMPLED: 04-22-91 DATE ANALYZED: 05-06-91 

NAME OF LABORATORY: Core Laboratories 

SAMPLE LOCATION: Squaw Creek Water Dist. (Game Creek Area) 

SOURCE NAME: Shuptrine House Water Tap 

SAMPLE COLLECTED BY: Dick Shuptrine 

COMMENTS: Core Laboratories Sample Identification: 910730-1 

ALL RESULTS SHOULD BE REPORTED IN PPB OR UG/L 

REGULATED VOCs (Required of all water systcms) 

EPA 
CONTAMINANT CAS # MCL METHOD POT.. RESULT 

( 1) Trichloroethylene 79-01-6 5 524.2 0.5 BOL 

( 2) Carbon tetrachloride 56-23-5 5 524.2 0.5 BOL 

( 3) 1,2-Dichlorocthane 107-06-2 5 524.2 0.5 BOL 

( 4) Vinyl chloride 75-01-4 2 524.2 0.5 BOL 

( 5) Benzene 71-43-2 5 524.2 0.5 BOL 

( 6) l,l-Dichloroethylene 75-35-4 7 524.2 0.5 BOL 

( 7) para-Dichlorobenzene 106-46-7 75 524.2 0.5 BOL 

( 8) 1,1, I-Trichloroethane 71-55-6 200 524.2 0.5 BOL 



LIST "Au UNREGULATED CONTAMINANTS 
(Part I and II to be done by all water systems): 

PART I. UNREGULATED VOCs (Trihalomethanes) : 

EPA 
CONTAMINANT CAS # METHOD PQL RESULT 

( 1) Ch1orofonn 67-66-3 524.2 0.5 BOL 

( 2) Bromodichloromethane 75-27-4 524.2 0.5 BOL 

( 3) Ch1orodibromomethane 124-48-1 524.2 0.5 BOL 

( 4) Bromoform 75-25-2 524.2 0.5 BOL 

Total Trihalomethanes 0 

PART II. STANDARD UNREGULATED CONTAMINANTS 

EPA 
CONTAMINANT CAS # METHOD POL RESULT 

( 5) trans-l,2-Dichloroethylene 156-60-5 ~24.2 0.5 BOL 

( 6) Chlorobenzene 108-90-7 ~,~., 0.5 BOL 
( 7) m-Dich1orobenzene 541-73-1 ~'~I' 0.5 BoL 
( 8) Dichloromethane 75-09-2 ~,~., 0.5 BoL 
( 9) cis-1,2-Dichloroethylene 156-59-4 5'~.' 0.5 BoL 

(10) o-Dichlorobenzene 95-50-1 S2~ 2 Q,5 BoL 

(11) Dibromomethane 74-95-3 S2~.2 0.2 BoL 
(12) l,l-Dichloropropene 563-58-6 S2~.2 Q.~ BOL 
(13) Tetrachloroethylene 127-18-5 S2~ 2 Q.5 BoL 
(14) Toluene 108-88-3 52!! 2 Q 5 BoL 
(15) p-Xylene 106-42-3 52ft 2 Q 5 SOL 

(16) o-Xylene 95-47-6 52it 2 Q 5 SOL 

(17) m-Xylene 108-38-3 52ft 2 o 5 SOL 

(18) 1,1-Dichloroethane 75-34-3 52' 2 o 5 SOL 

(19) 1,2-Dichloropropane 78-87-5 52' 2 o 5 SPI 

(20) 1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane 79-34-5 524 2 a 5 BOI 

(21) Ethy1benzene 100-41-4 524 2 o 5 BOI 

(22) 1,3-Dich1oropropane 142-28-9 524 2 o 5 BOI 

(23) Styrene 100-42-5 524 2 o 5 BOI 

(24) Chloromethane 74-87-3 524 2 o 5 BOI 

(25) Bromomethane 74-83-9 524 2 o 5 BOI 

(26) 1,2,3-Trichloropropane 96-18-4 524 2 o 5 'ft.. 
(27) 1,1,1,2-Tetrach1oroethane 630-20-6 

5~4.~ o 5 BOI 

(28) Chloroethane 75-00-3 
5~4.~ o 5 BOI 

(29) 1,1,2-Trich1oroethane 79-00-5 5~4.~ o 5 BOI 

(30) 2,2-Dichloropropane 590-20-7 §C!4.C! o 5 SOl 

(31) o-Chlorotoluene 95-49-8 §C!4.C! o 5 SO' 
(32) p-Ch1oroto1uene 106-49--8 §C!4.C! o 5 SOl 

(33) Bromobenzene 108-86-1 §C!~.C! o 5 SOl 
(34) cis-l,3-Dichloropropene 10061-01-5 §C!4.C! o S so' 
(34) trans-l,3-Dich1oropropene 10061-02-6 §C!4.C! o 5 SO' 



LIST "B" VULNERABLE SYSTEM CONTAMINANTS 

CONTAMINANT CAS # 

(35) 
(36) 

Ethylene dibromide (EDB) 106-93-4 
1,2-Dibromo-3-ch1oropropane (DBCP) 

96-12-8 

LIST "C" - STATE DISCRETIONARY CONTAMINANTS 
EPA ANALYSIS METHOD: 

---- CONTAMI NA1'fL. ___ 

( 1) 1,2,4-Trimethylbenzene 
( 2) 1,2,4-Trich1orobenzene 
( 3) 1, 2, 3-Trichlorobenzene 
( 4) n-Propy1benzene 
( 5) n-Butylbenzene 
( 6) Naphthalene 
( 7) Hexachlorobutadiene 
( 8) 1,3,5-Trimethylbenzene 
( 9) p-Isopropyltoluene 

(p-cymene) 
(10) Isopropylbenzene 

(cumene) 
(11) tert-Butylbenzene 
(12) sec-Butylbenzene 
(13) Fluoro-trichloromethane 
(14) Dichlorodif1uoromethane 
(15) Bromochloromethane 

List of Approved Abbreviations: 

POL = Practical Ouantitation Level 
MCL = Maximum Contaminant Level 
BDL = Below Detectable Level (PQL) 
NA = Contaminant Not Analyzed 

__ £~§._.t_ 

95-63-6 
120-82-1 
87-61-6 

103-65-1 
104-51-8 

91-20-3 
87-68-3 

108-67-8 
99-87-6 

98-82-8 

98-06-6 
135-98-8 
75-69-4 
75-71-8 
74-97-5 

EPA 
METHOD 

EPA 
ME'rnOD 

POL 

POL 

RESULT 

NA 

NA 

RESULT 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NO 

N° 

Test results should be sent to the following address: 

DRINKING WATER PROGRAM 
Colorado Department of Health 
4210 E. 11th Ave. 
Denver, CO 80220 
(303)331-4530 

q?:;;-~;;VZ~4{J/ 
Signature of Supervising Chemist 



Colorado Department of Health - Drinking Water Program 

REPORTING FO~~ FOR 
VOLATILE SYNTHETIC ORGANIC CHEMICAL (VOC) ANALYSES 

PWSID NUMBER: 

NAME OF WATER SYSTEM: 
Squaw CreeK Water District 

SYSTEM ADDRESS: 
1030 S. Park Loop Rd. P.o. Box 1954 

CITY, STATE, ZIP: 
Jackson, Wyoming 83001 

SYSTEM DAYTIME PHONE #: (~) 733-3189 

SAMPLE NUMBER: 910730-2 Trip Blank DATE RECEIVED BY LAB: 04-25-91 

DATE SAMPLED: DATE ANALYZED: 05-06-91 

NAME OF LABORATORY: Core Laboratories 

SAMPLE LOCATION: 

SOURCE NAME: 

SAMPLE COLLECTED BY: 

COMMENTS: Core Laboratories Sample Identification: 910730-2 Trip Blank 

ALL RESULTS SHOULD BE REPORTED IN PPB OR UG!L 

REGULATED VOCs (Required of all water systems) 

EPA 
CONTAMINANT CAS # MCL METHOD POL RESULT 

( 1) Trichloroethylene 79-01-6 5 524.2 0.5 BOL 

( 2) Carbon tetrochloride 56-23-5 5 524.2 0.5 BOL 

( 3) 1,2-Dichloroethane 107-06-2 5 524.2 O.S BOL 

( 4) Vinyl chloride 75-01-4 2 524.2 0.5 BOL 

( 5) Benzene 71-43-2 5 524.2 0.5 BOL 

( 6) 1,1-Dich1oroethylene 75-35-4 7 524.2 O.S BOL 

( 7) paro-Dichlorobenzene 106-46-7 75 524.2 0.5 BOL 

( 8) l,l,l-Trichloroethane 71-55-6 200 524.2 0.5 BOL 



LIST "Au UNREGULATED CONTAMINANTS 
(Part I and II to be done by all water systems): 

PART I. UNREGULATED VOCs (Trihalomethanes) : 

EPA 
CONTAMINANT CAS # METHOD POL RESULT 

( 1) Chlorofonn 67-66-3 524.2 0.5 BOl 

( 2) Bromodichloromethane 75-27-4 522;.2 0.5 BOC 

( 3) Chlorodibromomethane 124-48-1 522;.2 0.5 BOC 

( 4) Bromoform 75-25-2 521;.2 0.5 BOC 

Total Trihalomethanes 0 

PART II. STANDARD UNREGULATED CONTAMINANTS 

EPA 
CONTAMINANT CAS # METHOD POL RESULT 

( 5) trans-l,2-Dichloroethylene 156-60-5 524.2 0.5 BOl 

( 6) Chlorobenzene 108-90-7 524.2 0.5 BOl 

( 7) m-Dichlorobenzene 541-73-1 524.2 0.5 BOl 

( 8) Dichloromethane 75-09-2 524.2 0.5 BOL 

( 9) cis-I,2-Dichloroethylene 156-59-4 524.2 0.5 BOL 

(10) a-Dichlorobenzene 95-50-1 524.2 0.5 BOl 

(11) Dibromomethane 74-95-3 524.2 0.5 BOl 

(12) 1,1-Dichloropropene 563-58-6 524.2 0.5 BOl 

(13) Tetrachloroethylene 127-18-5 524.2 0.5 BOl 

(14) Toluene 108-88-3 524.2 0.5 BOl 

(15) p-Xylene 106-42-3 524.2 0.5 BOl 

(16) o-Xylene 95-47-6 524.2 0.5 BOl 

(17) m-Xylene 108-38-3 524.2 0.5 BOl 

( 18) 1,1-Dichloroethane 75-34-3 524.2 0.5 BOl 

(19) 1,2-Dichloropropane 78-87-5 524.2 0.5 BOl 

(20) 1,l,2,2-Tetrachloroethane 79-34-5 524.2 0.5 BOl 

(21) Ethy1benzene 100-41-4 524.2 0.5 BOl 

(22) 1,3-Dichloropropane 142-28--9 524.2 0.5 BOl 

(23) Styrene 100-42-5 524.2 0.5 BOl 

(24) Chloromethane 74-87-3 524.2 0.5 BOl 

(25) Bromomethane 74-83-9 524.2 0.5 BOl 

(26) 1,2,3-Trichloropropane 96-18-4 524.2 0.5 iOl 

(27) 1,1,1,2-Tetrach1oroethane 630-20-6 524.2 0.5 BOl 

(28) Chloroethane 75-00-3 524.2 0.5 BOl 

(29) 1,1,2-Trichloroethane 79-00-5 524.2 0.5 BOl 

(30) 2,2-Dichloropropane 590-20-7 524.2 0.5 BOl 

(31) o-Chlorotoluene 95-49-8 524.2 0.5 BOl 

(32) p-Chlorotoluene 106-49-8 ~,!t.2 0.5 BOl 

(33) Bromobenzene 108-86-1 ~,!tr2 0.5 BOl 

(34) cis-1,3-Dichloropropene 10061-01-5 ~'!t.2 0.5 BOl 

(34) trans-l,3-Dich1oropropene 10061-02-6 ~,!tr2 0.5 BOl 



LIST "B" 

(35) 
(36) 

LIST "c" 

( 1) 
( 2) 
( 3) 
( 4) 
( 5) 
( 6) 
( 7) 
( 8) 
( 9) 

(10) 

(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 

VULNERABLE SYSTEM CONTAMINANTS 

CONTAMINANT CAS # 

Ethylene dibromide (EDB) 106-93-4 
1,2-Dibromo-3-ch1oropropane (DBCP) 

96-12-8 

STATE DISCRETIONARY CONTAMINANTS 
EPA ANALYSIS METHOD: 

CONTAMINANT CAS # 

1,2,4-Trimethylbenzene 95-63-6 
1,2,4-Trich1orobenzene 120-82-1 
1,2~3-Trichlorobenzene 87-61-6 
n-Propylbenzene 103-65-1 
n-Buty1benzene 104-51-8 
Naphthalene 91-20-3 
Hexachlorobutadiene 87-68-3 
l,3,5-Trimethylbenzene 108-67-8 
p-Isopropyltoluene 99-87-6 

(p-cymene) 
Isopropy1benzene 98-82-8 

(cumene) 
tert-Butylbenzene 98-06-6 
sec-Buty1benzene 135-98-8 
Fluoro-trichloromethane 75-69-4 
pich1orodif1uoromethane 75-71-8 
Bromochloromethane 74-97-5 

List of Approved Abbreviations: 

POL = Practical Ouantitation Level 
MeL = Maximum Contaminant Level 
BDL = Below Detectable Level (POL) 
NA = Contaminant Not Analyzed 

EPA 
METHOD 

EPA 
ME~OD 

POL 

POL 

RESULT 

NA 

NA 

RESULT 

NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 

NA 

NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 

Test results should be sent to the following address: 

DRINKING WATER PROGRAM 
Colorado Department of Health 
4210 E. 11th Ave. 
Denver, CO 80220 
(303)331-4530 

p~(xJ!:~a/ 
19nature of Supervising Chemist 



APPENDIX H 

PARTICULATE ANALYSIS 
DISTRICT SPRING (LA-I) 

5/23/90 
6/18/91 
8/29/91 



ANALYSIS FOR WATERBORNE PARTICULATES Iinvoice 90183 I 
15/25/90 

CH Diagnostic and Consulting SerYice .. Inc. 

2012 Derby Court .. Fort Collins .. Colorado 80526 
T. t.phoA. (~6) 226-9549 

Customer 90231 

USEPA Region VIII 

999 16th St. 1 Ste. 500 6WM-DW 

Denver, CO 80202 

Sample I denti ficati on: Sque¥l Creek, PWS ID#5600737* 

Lo bo ra tory In form a t ion 

IFed. Ex.; 5/25/90; 1010 H. rs .. : 11 
Polypropylene.; ce entoUL 
Semple reed "~ , 

- :I~ Ay,\y.... ' 

Date/Start 5/23/90; 1330 Date/Stop 5/24/90; 0700 Sampler: M.S. Abell 

Go 11 ons: 1526.3 Fil ter Color: \n/hi te Sedi ment: None 
Fl ne Amorphous Debrl s: Rere S111 ca ( 1-5 .u ell emeter) 

Large Amorphous Debri s: 0 

Algae: 0 
Diatoms: 0 

Plant Oebri s: 0 

Gl0rdia:O 
Cryptospori di um: Not checked 

Free-Living Nematodes: 0 

Pollen: 0 
Free-L i Yi ng Amoeba: 0 

Free-L i vi ng ell i ates: 0 

Free-L i vi ng F1 age 118te5: 0 

Crustaceans: 0 
Arthropods: 0 

Other: Rare 1 ron becter1 e (Spheerot 11 us sp) 

Comments: *Sempling Site: Veult at Spring (9QC; 0.27 NTU) 



ANALYSIS FOR WATERBORNE PARTICULATES 

CH Diagnostic and Consulting SerYice, Inc. 

2012 Derby Court .. Fort Collins .. Colorado 80526 

Iinvoice 91231 I 
16/19/91 

Charles P. Hibler PhD .. President Telephone (303) 223-9549 

Customer 91332 

Lidstone &. Anderson J Inc. 

736 Whalers waYI Suite F-0200 

Ft. Co1l1ns l CO 80525 

Laborotory Information 

Hand delivery; 6/19/91.: 1200 
Hrs.; Polypropylene; Sample read 
by: 

Sample Identification: LA#5 J spring source infiltration gallery,. no filtration/disinfection* 

Date/Start 6/18/91; 0850 Dote/Stop 6/18/91; 1845 Sampler: Chris Lidstone 

Gallons: 1279 F i 1 t er Color: W hit e Sedi ment: None 

FIne Amorphous Debr1s: Rare s111c8 1 1-2 u diameter 

Large Amorphous Debri s: 0 

Algae: 0 
Diatoms: 0 

Plant Debris: 0 

Giardia: 0 

Cryptosporl di urn: Not done 
Free-Living Nematodes: Rare larvae J several species 

Pollen: 0 

Free-L i Yi ng Amoeba: 0 

Free-LiYing Ciliates: 0 

Free-living Floge118tes: Rare} 1 species 

Crustaceans: 0 

Arthropods: 0 

Other: Rare roti fers &. eggs 
Comments: *sample taken at source} 7.3QC; pH 7.39. 

There are no surface water particulates in this sample. 



ANAL 'is I 5 FOR WATERBORNE PART I CUlATES 

C H D 1 a 9 n 0 5 tic and Con 5 U 1 t 1 n 9 S e rv 1 c e, Inc. 

2210 Empire AYe., Loyeland, Colorado 80538 

!lnV01ce 9101041 

19/4/91 

Carrie M. Hancock, President 

Customer 91332 

L j dstone &. Anderson, Inc 

736 'rlha 1 ers \f\/aYJ Sui t e F -200 

Ft. Collins, CO 80525 

Telephone (303) 667-9789 

Laboratory I nf ormat ion 

j Hand Dell very; 8/30/91; i 705 
I Hrs.; Pol ypropyl ene; Excell ent; l 
i Sample read by: /~ - ifftzJ-----
! lf2LI<,P I . L~ 

Sample Identification: LA# 1, Unfinished Raw V1ater Springs; pH 7.9, TDS= 180 pprn 

Date/Start 8/29/91; 0912 Date/Stop 6/29/91; 1720 Sampler: C.D. Lidstone 

6811 005: 694 Fll ter Color: 'whlte Sedi ment: None 

Fl ne Amorphous Oebri s: Ver!d rare 8i 1 i cal i -2 Jl di ameter 
Large Amorphous DeOrl s: \/end rare 1 norgan1 c &. organl c detr1 tus I 3-25 .u di arne ter 
Algae: 0 

Diatoms: 0 

Plant Oebri s: 0 

Giardia: 0 

Cryptospori di urn: Not done 

Free-Living Nematodes: 0 
Pollen: 0 

Free-Living Amoeba: 0 

Free-living Ciliates: 0 

Free-l i vi ng Flagellates: 0 
Crustaceans: 0 

Arthropods: 0 

Other: Very rare Rot ifer 
Comments: No particulates restricted to surface water \¥ere found in th1s sarnple. 



APPENDIX I 

EPA SANITARY SYSTEM SURVEY 

8/8/89 



u.s. EPA REGION VIII 
DRINKING WATER BRANCH (8WM-DW) 

999 18TH STREET, SUITE 500 
DENVER, CO 80202-2405 

Phones: l-800-759-4EPA, (303) 293-1413 

SANITARY SURVEY - PART I 

ADMINISTRATIVE DATA 

1. Date of Survey 8/8/89 PWS ID No.5600737 

2. Classification (Community or Non-Community)~C~o_mrn __ u_n __ i~t~y ________________ _ 

3. Name of Surveyor Melanie S. Abell 
--~~~~~--~~~--------------------------------------

4. Prior Survey (By whom and date) ___ K_l_e_v_e_n_z ___ 7~/_2_7~/_8_d_. ______________________ __ 

5. Name of PWS Squaw Creek Water District Telephone 307-733-3189 

6. Mailing address c/o Cindy Marboe Box 7692, Jackson, WY 83001 

County Teton 

7. Name and phone no. of Owner or Person Legally Responsible, Mayor, or 
City Manager (State which) President 
Dick Shuptrine, 733-3189 (W) or 733-6371 (H) 

8. Name(s) and phone noes). of Public Works Director, City Engineer, 
and/or Water Plant Superintendent ___ N~/_A ______________________________ __ 

9. Name(s) and phone noes). of Operator(s) Bob Ablondi, Jorgensen 

Engineering, 733-5150 

10. Certification? NI 
--~~------------------------------------------------------

'1. Person contacted for survey and phone no.Bob Scott 733-3137 

Attach any available maps or diagrams of system to this report. 
NI = No information NA = Not applicable 



SERVICE DATA 

PWS ID No. 5600737 
Date 8/8/89 

1. Service Area(s): (e.g., Residential, School, Industrial) 
Residential 

2. Population: (Year round) 70 -------------------
(Estimated Summer) 76 (Estimated Winter) 70 ------- ---------------

3. No. of Connections 30 
-~----

Metered? Yes X No -----
4. Water purchased from~~N~!~A _______________________ ___ 

or Water sold to __ N~!_A ____________________________ _ 

5. Have there been any interruptions in service during the 
past year? When, why, and duration? Yes No X ------

SYSTEM DATA 

1. Plant/Office Locat~on and Directions Game Creek Canyon, S. of Jackson 

Turn at guonset hut, - 1 mile to steep road on south bench 

2. Date system started 1982 Latest modification none 
-~~----------

3. Daily output (gal/day): 
Design 92,000 Average 20,000 Maximum_7_2~,~0~0~0 _________ __ 

4. Types of treatment: (Check) N!A 
Disinfection Coagulation Sedimentation 
Filtration (Media) Fluoridation Other ---------

5. Disinfection method: (Check) N/A 

6. 

Chlorine gas Sodium hypochlorite Ozonation ------Calcium hypochlorite Other 

Pumps: 
Number· 

1 
Type Capacity 

submersible 30 GPM 
7.5 HP Goulds 

Condition 
NI 

2 

Emergency 
Power 

Yes No X 



PWS ID No. 560073, 
Date: 8/8/89 

SOURCE DATA 

(Number and/or Names) 

1. Well(s): Bedrock Alluvial 

2 . 

------------------
Springs: Squaw ~reek Spring 

Improved 
Spring Box 
Affected b~ surface water 

Yes 

x 

3. River(s) N/A 
--~---------------------------------

--------------------------

x 

No 
X 

4. Reservoir(s)/Lake(s) N/A 
-~----------------------------------------------------

5 . Location: Secti~n 35 ----- Township 40N -------- Range 116W 
OR Lat. Long. 

6. Has there been a watershed survey? 
Yes Date No X --------------------------

7. How is access to water source controlled? Ownershio X Ordinances 
Fencing~ Uncon~rolled (District easement) 

8 . Nature of 
Farmina -'--

recharqe area: 
Resicential X 

Range land X 
Industrial 

9. Are sites subjec~ to flooding? Yes X 

10. Sources of potential pollution: 
Nature Distance 

Abandoned cars 50 feet 

Pasture 

No 

---

Forest 

NI NA 

11. Describe emergency spill response plan ~n:.....;o;....n..;...e~ ______________________ __ 

12. How is collection chamber constructed? 4 PVC slotted pipes connected 
to sumo collection area with submersible pump. No collection chamber 

13. Are there seasona: or other conditions which change water quality? 
(Example: Spring runo:f "increasing turbidity) Turbidity does increase 
sprinq runoff. 

3 
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STORAGE DATA 

1. Type(s) 2, steel buried tanks 

2. Dates in service 1982 

PWS ID No. 
Date: 

Capacity(ies) 10,000 gal each 

5600737 
8/8/89 

3. Raw water (gal) ----------------- Finished water (gal) ________________ _ 

4. Gravity (gal)~2~0~,~0~0~0 __________ __ Hydropneumatic (gal) ________________ _ 

5. Total days of supply~1~d~a~y~t~o~~1 __ w~e~e~k~ ____________________________________ __ 

6. Overall condition corrosion evident and needs cleaning 

7. When last cleaned flushed in 1988 
~~~~~~~~~~-----------------------------------------

8. Is drainage away from the storage facility? Yes X No 

9. Is the site subject to f~ooding? Yes No X 

10. Are tank and supports structurally sound and properly maintained? 
Yes No Unknown X - --
11. Are overflow lines, air vents, drainage lines, and cleanout pipes: 

a. turned downward? Yes~ No_ 
b. covered or screened? Yes X No 
c. terminated at least 3 diameters above ground or 

top surface? Yes~ No 

12. Can the tank be isolated from the system? Yes X No 

13. Is all storage of treated water covered? Yes X No 

14. Is the tank disinfected after repairs? Yes X No 

4 



DISTRIBUTION DATA 

1. Main Lines: (Material and sizes) 
6"-4" PVC 

2. Service Lines: (Material and sizes) 
iron, copper, galvanized, and PVC 

3. Cross connection control: 

PWS ID No. 
Date: 

5600737 
8/8/89 

a. Are backflow prevention devices in use? Yes X 
---...;--

No __ 
b. How often tested not tested 

------~--~-------------------------------------------c. Date of operator training none ----------------------------------------------
4. Dead-ends (number) 1 

~---------------------------------------------------------

5. Is there an adequate maintenance program? Yes No X -------If yes, what? Maintenance done in response to problems. 

6. Is there interconnection with any other system? Yes --- No X ---
7. Are plans of the system available and current? Yes --- No X 

SAFETY & SECURITY DATA 

How Often 
Fenced Locked Patrolled 

1 • Wells: N/A 
2 • Springs: YES NO every 2 weeks 
3 . Reservoirs/Lakes: N/A 
4 • Storage Tanks: NO NO every 2 weeks 
5 . Pump Houses: N/A 

5 



Pv'iS 10 No. 
Date: 

SAMPLING AND RECORDS 

560073-; 
8/8/8S 

1. Number of bacteria samples/month 
--------~-----------------------------------

2 • Typ e s 0 floc at ion s ____ 8..;,..: o~s....::.e-...::b:....:i:....;:b~ ____________________________ _ 

3 . Is sampling procedure adequate? Yes No X 

Comments Sa~Dlinc sites s~ould be rotated. Thev ~se the Teton Lab. 

4. Records: Are copies kept, properly filed, anc stc~ed? Yes X No 

5. Violations: Date '87 & '88 Type FHB 
-~----

Action Admin. Order 

6 . 

7 . 

System Respc~se Back into comoliance 

Sar:ples taken during survey: 
Type __________________ __ 

None 
Results ---------------------------

Next Ch emf Rad s d u e __ .....:5--'-/......;9;;..-3~.;..R....::.a:.....:d:...:· s:.-.,(..., --.:..1_1-'-/.....:8~9::..__.::.I....::.O.....:C~ ___________________ _ 

COM~ENTS AND/OR SUMMARY 

The District has control of the distribution system up to the water meters. 

Alarm light and siren go orr at spring if use exceeds spring production. 
Appears that the system ~as designed with the assumptic~ that the spring 
capacity would be exceeded. 

The District has an easement o~ private property for t~eir spring. The 
overflow is used for private irriga~lon. Spring water is not intended for 
irrigation use; its for domestic use only. There are junk vehicles in the 
easement area, upgradient of the spring. 

There appeared to be slim growth on the water surface of both storage 
tanks. 

The surveyor and Curt McCormick with EPA attended a District meeting on 
8/9/89 to discuss the water system. 

6 



RECOM~ENDATIONS 

PWS IO No. 5600737 
Date: 8/8/89 

1. Remove the junk vehicles located inside the easement area. With such 
coarse alluvial material, contaminants leaking from the vehicles could 
easily reach the spring source. With the vehicles so close to the 
spring, you are currently considered vulnerable to volatile organic 
chemicals and will ~e required to do increased monitoring if cny of 
these contaminants are detected. This analysis costs up to $200.00. 
You should take all steps necessary to protect your source water. 

2. Bacteriological sampling sites should be rotated throughout ~ne 
distributic~ system. This will give a better indication of conditions 
in the distribution system. 

3. Some form of continuous disinfection should be installed and USed. 
This ~ill provide a margi~ of protection against some pathogen~c 
organisms that may enter the water system through the source or throug~ 
the distribution system and will give an indication of system integrity 
through monitoring data. In the early 1990's EPA will implement 
disinfection regulations applicable to commu~ity ground water and 
surface water systems. ~~ is recommended that the system 
owner/operator start planning for this now. 

4. The lids on the storage tanks should be bolted in place and the hatches 
should be locked. This will hopefully preve~t any vanaa~lsm. 

5. The gate to the spring area should be locked. 

6. Any work on ~ne vault next to the spring sho~ld be done in pairs. Do 
not enter the vault alone. Noxious gases or a lack of oxygen can be a 
real threat in an enclosed space like this. ~he vent fan should be 
repaired and used before and during work inside the vault. 

7. The insides of the storage tanks appeared to be corroding and may need 
rerlnlsnlng. Also, the tanks should be flushed and disinfected. 
Directions for tank disinfection are enclosed. 

8. Your spring source does not appear to be able to keep up with demand in 
the subdivision. Considering the subdivision is still expanding, it is 
recommended that. you develop more water sources to meet your future 
needs. This may involve reworking the spring to capture more water and 
to protect it from surface water infiltration, or looking for other 
source water. The Wyoming Water Development Commission may have funds 
available to assist you in exploring and developing new source water. 
Contact Evan Green at 307-777-7672. 

7 



RECOMMENDATIONS CONTINUED 

9. Based upon the information gathered in the survey your spring appears 
to be quite vulnerable to surface water infiltration and will require 
further evaluation. The EPA has until December of 1.990 to develop a 
strategy to determine if sources such as yours are ground water or 
ground water under the direct influence of surface water. The Surface 
Water Treatment Rule, effective December 1990, will require systems 
under the latter definition to use disinfection and probably 
filtration. 

Currently, your system is still classified as ground water but this may 
change. EPA has until June 1994 to determine if your system 
classification should be changed, though this determination will 
probably be made much ea£lier. Information useful to EPA for making a 
final determination may include temperature, pH, and turbidity measured 
over a year period, and particulate analyses. It is recommended that 
you consider purchasing the equipment for doing pH and temperature and 
start recording this information on a weekly basis. The information 
will provide EPA and your water system with baseline data to help 
support whether your system is supplied by ground water or ground water 
under the direct influence of surface water. 

This equipment could also be used in the future when the lead and 
copper rule and the disinfection rule come into effect in the 1990's. 
If you plan on doing any wor~ on the spring, please make sure ~hat all 
steps possible are taken to limit surface water influence. You will 
probably be contacted next year by EPA to make arrangements for 
particulate analyses. 

8 
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ANALYSIS FOR WATERBORNE PARTICULATES 

CH Diagnostic and Consult1 ng Service .. Inc. 
Iinyoice 90183 I 

15/25/90 
20 1 2 0 erb yeo u rt.. Fort Co 11 j n s.. Colora d 0 B 0526 

T. t.pAoA. (m6) 22'6-9549 

Customer 90231 

USEPA Region VIII 

999 18th St. 1 Ste. 500 8WM-DW 

Denver, CO 80202 

Sampl e Identi f1 cation: Squew Creek, P'A'S ID#5600737* 

La bora tory In form 8 t 1 0 n 

I Fed. Ex.: 5/25/90; 1010 Hrs.; I 
Polypropylene.; ce ent:~" 
Semple reed "J~ I 

, :1t'A ~'y_ ,I1¢.-

Date/Start 5/23/90; 1330 Date/Stop 5/24/90; 0700 Sompl er: M.S. Abell 

G all on s: 1 526.3 F i 1 t e r Col or: W hit e Sed i men t: Non e 

Fl ne Amorphous Debrl s: Rare s111 ca ( 1-5 .U ell emeter) 

Large Amorphous Debri s: 0 

Algae: 0 

Diatoms: 0 

Plant Debri s: 0 

Giardia: 0 

Cryptospori di um: Not checked 

Free-Living Nematodes: 0 

Pollen: 0 

Free-l i vi ng Amoeba: 0 

Free-L i vi ng ell j ates: 0 

Free-Living Flagellates: 0 

Crustaceans: 0 

Arthropods: 0 

Other: Rere 1 ron becteria (Spheerot 11 us sp) 

Comments: *Sampling Site: Vault at Spring (9QC; 0.27 NTU) 



APPENDIX J 

PROTOCOL WATER FILTER 
PARTICULATE ANALYSIS 



The basis for the following documentation of sampling protocol 
for water filter particulate analysis is a procedure established by 
Charles P. Hibler of CH Diagnostics (1991), revised Chapter 2 
(March, 1991) of the USEPA "Guidance Manual for Compliance with the 
Filtration and Disinfection Requirements for Public Water Systems 
using Surface Water Sources", and the first draft (September 11, 
1991) of the MPA Consensus Method as it applies to the GWDI (Ground 
Water Under the Direct Influence of Surface water). Based on their 
field experience with the sampling procedure and anticipation of 
the future direction of the MPA Consensus Method, Lidstone & 
Anderson, Inc. (LA) has revised, modified and consolidated the 
existing literature into the following document. 

The purpose of particulate analysis of a source water (c.P. 
Hibler, 1991) is to determine the type, number and size of 
particulates that are present. The two types of particulates are 
organic and inorganic. Organic particulates cover a broad category 
and include: algae, diatoms, plant debris, free living and 
parasitic nematodes, coccidia, free-living, parasitic and 
commensual protozoa (including Giardia and Crytosporidia), pollen, 
free living ciliates and flagellates, crustaceans, arthropods, 
rotifers, yeasts and organic debris. Inorganic particulates are 
much more restricted and include only silica and silicates. 

If a well, spring or infiltration gallery is subject to 
surface water influence, certain organic particulates will be 
present and may be captured in the filtrate as part of the 
particulate analysis. These include (C.P. Hibler, 1991): diatoms, 
plant debris, crustaceans, coccidia, arthropods and possibly some 
commensual or parasitic protozoans (Giardia, crytosporidium, 
Endomoeba, Entamoeba and coccidia). A few species of algae, 
rotifers, ciliates, flagellates and free-living nematodes will live 
in "true ground water sources" and do not necessarily indicate that 
the water source is "under the direct influence of surface water". 

A particulate analysis of an unfiltered source of water 
includes all the organic and inorganic particulates present in the 
water. The primary purpose is to determine if the source is "at 
risk to contamination from Giardia cysts". EPA classifies water 
sources as Surface Water, Ground Water, or Ground Water Under the 
Direct Influence of Surface Water. The "health based concept", 
which resulted in the promulgation of the Surface Water Treatment 
Rule (SWTR), is that pathogenic organisms will exist and multiply 
in surface water sources and ground water sources under the direct 
influence of surface water. Underground water sources, not subject 
to atmospheric influence provide a hostile environment for most 
pathogenic organisms. In summary the particulate analysis is used 
to document the presence or absence of a surface water or direct 
atmospheric influence- hence the applicability of the SWTR. 



SAMPLING METHODOLOGY 

1.0 Sample Equipment and Materials (Figure 1.) 

Filter Housing (10 inch) LT-10 
Filter Cartridge (one micron rating) 
Water Meter readable in gallons 
Influent hose (recommended with backflow preventer) 
Discharge hose, as necessary to prevent commingling 

EPA may recommend a pressure regulator and pressure gage 
on the inlet hose and limiting flow orifice on the outlet 
hose as shown on Figure 1. 

Prior to use or reuse of equipment, care should be taken to ensure 
that they ~re thoroughly cleaned with soap and hot water containing 
chlorine at an approximate concentration of 100 ml of household 
bleach to 20 liters of water. Filter cartridges should be "new" 
and sterile and should only be handled with rubber gloves. To 
prevent a possible source of contamination, the water meter should 
be hooked up on the exit side of the filter cartridge. 

2.0 Location 

Samples should be collected as close to the source as possible 
and prior to any treatment or chlorination. If the sample location 
has been recently subjected to chlorination, chlorination should be 
turned off and all hoses and pipes at the influent end of the 
sampling program should be flushed with unchlorinated water for a 
minimum of one (1) hour. 

3.0 Sampling Procedure 

(a) Influent hoses and as necessary pressure regulators and 
gages (if included) should be flushed with the spring, well or 
infiltration gallery (i.e. source) water to be sampled for a 
minimum of 15 minutes. If filter is not previously installed into 
the filter housing, then the filter housing should also be flushed 
with the source water. 

(b) Record the date, time of day and gallon reading from the 
water meter prior to sampling. Analyze and record all field 
parameters (pH, EC, turbidity and temperature) prior to sampling. 

(c) If the filter is not previously installed, insert the 
filter in the housing and tighten with the plastic wrench provided. 
Make sure "0" ring is in place between the filter housing bowl and 
base. At all times handle the filter with sterile rubber gloves. 
Connect the filter housing, the water meter, the effluent hose and 
limiting flow orifice to the influent hose portion of the "setup". 

(d) Turn water on slowly with unit in an upright position. 
Invert unit to make sure all the air within the housing is 
expelled, and return the unit to an upright position. 



(e) Adjust flow into the filter housing to approximate 1- 2 
gpm. Under the newest EPA guidelines they recommend a pressure 
reading of 10-30 psi and an average rate of flow of 1 gpm. Hibler 
(1991) found that samples taken at 1 gpm versus those taken at 3 to 
4 gpm do not appear to differ significantly in the number of cysts 
recovered. Typically the flow of the water should be adjusted to 
achieve a 500 to 1000 gallon sample over an 8 to 24 hour period. 
EPA also recommends a sample be collected over the evening 6PM to 
6AM period, if possible. Sample volumes filtered and sample times 
will usually be dictated by the time available for sampling, 
turbidity and particulate content of the source water being tested. 

(f) At the end of sampling, record the date, time of day and 
gallon reading from the water meter. Disconnect the effluent hose, 
water meter and filter housing from the inlet hose. Once again 
analyze and record all field parameters (pH, EC, turbidity and 
temperature) . 

(g) If filter must be removed from the housing, handle filter 
with rubber gloves and place in "zip-loc" bag and seal tightly. 
Double bag sample and use "duct tape" to prevent any moisture loss 
from sample or air from contaminating the sample. If filter 
housing should be returned to the lab, leave filter in the housing 
and similarly "double bag" and seal. Sample should be labeled 
clearly with water proof marker and immediately placed in a cooler 
with an adequate amount of ice to keep sample cool for the period 
of shipping time. 

(h) Samples should be tightly packaged in a strong, secure 
leakproof container for shipment. SAMPLES MUST ARRIVE AT THE 
LABORATORY NO LATER THAN 48 HOURS AFTER SAMPLING IS COMPLETED. 
Shipping container should be tightly sealed with "duct tape" and 
EPA Chain of Custody Procedures should be maintained throughout 
shipping and handling. Figure 2 is an example of a typical Chain 
of Custody Form that should be completed and shipped to the 
Laboratory. 

Name and Address of an EPA certified Laboratory. This does not 
represent an endorsement of this particular laboratory and there 
may be other laboratories certified to do this particular analysis. 

Carrie Hancock 
CH Diagnostics 
2210 Empire Avenue 
Loveland, CO 80538 (303) 667-9789 
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Figure 1. Water Sampling Device 

A. Si x-foot inlet hose wi th back. flow preventer. (HG-80 fema Ie fitt i ngs) 

B. Pressure regulator, adjustable, pre-set at 10 psi (\.latts Regulator Co .• 
lawrence, MA, U.S.A •• ! 3-26A, model 3-50) 

c. Pressure gage, 0-100 psi 

D. filter holder housing (Fulflo (Lebanon, IN. U.S.A.). model F1S-IO). 
containing polypropylene yarn filter (Carborundum Co., lebanon, IN., U.S.A .• 
model M39RIOA. Z.S inches diam x 9.75 inches long.) 

E. Gallon meter (Kent C700) 

F. Limiting flow orifice (faucet control), 1.0 gal/min (3.79 L/min) 
(Dole fM-C. Carol Stream Il. U.S.A.) 

G. Six-foot discharge hose. 



Project No. 
Location 

piqure 2 

CHAIB OP CUSTODY SAMPLB REQUEST FORK 

Sample Identification 
Name, Address and Phone Number of Sampler: 

Source water (Circle One) stream, 
Well, 

Infiltration Gallery, 
Spring, Lake 

Type of Sample (Circle One) 

Date and Time at Start 
Gallon Reading at start 
Field Parameters at Start: 

Raw Unfiltered, 
Unfiltered, Raw Filtered, 
Filtered 

Conductivity ____________ _ 
pH 
Temperature 
Turbidity 

Date and Time at Finish 
Gallon Reading at Finish 
Field Parameters at Finish: 

Conductivity 
pH 
Temperature 
Turbidity 

Total Time of Sampling (Hrs) 
Total Number of Gallons 

Special Notes by Sampler: 

hliDquWaed .".: AftiliaticIII: DdoII"JIDD: 

hliDquWaed .".: AfIWatim: DdoII"JIDD: 

hliDquWaed .".: AIIUialicJD: DdoII"JIDD: 

Were ..... ___ ill aood CIOIIIIitiaIl? a-b: 

hoci¥aI by: AftlliatiCJD: 

hoci¥aI .".: AftlliatiCJD: 

hoci¥aI by: AftlliatiCJD: 

Finished 
Finished 

DuotrJIDD: 

DaIeII'imD: 

DaIeII'imD: 
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